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Abstract 

The combination of remote sensing and ground truth has proven itself especially useful for 

scientific investigation within the last few decades.  Using this approach, this research has 

investigated ground subsidence and sea-level rise occurring along the northern shore of the Gulf 

of Mexico.  Specifically, this was focused over the areas of Houston and Galveston, Texas and 

New Orleans, Louisiana.  Supporting this investigation were five methods:  Interferometric 

Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR), radar altimetry, the Global Positioning System (GPS), tide 

gauges, and extensometers.  Measurements derived from these methods allowed for the creation 

of velocity maps and local time series spanning the area of interest.  This investigation produced 

the following products: 

 Twelve (12) 4-pass interferometric-derived velocity maps constructed from raw ERS-1, 

ERS-2, and Envisat data spanning the years between 1992 and 2012. 

 Twenty-five (25) sea-level anomaly time series from Topex-Poseidon (T/P) and Jason-1 

Geophysical Data Records (GDRs) for assessment of absolute sea level change 

throughout the northern Gulf of Mexico spanning the years between 1992 and 2012. 

 Twenty-eight (28) GPS stations observational data processed for secular trend analysis. 

 Twenty-two (22) tide gauges stations monthly mean sea-level (MSL) records were 

obtained for secular trend and Fourier analysis. 

 Seven (7) extensometers near Galveston Bay recorded compaction data which was then 

utilized for secular trend analysis. 

Results provided by radar altimetry found multidecadal variability (1992-2012) within expected 

norms with average rates of absolute sea-level rise bounded between 3 and 4 mm yr
-1

 within the 

northern Gulf of Mexico.  Therefore, for those regions undergoing high rates of relative sea level 

rise, the majority is attributed to subsidence.  The regions of Houston and Galveston were 
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generally found to be stable.  However, Seabrook (on the west side of Galveston Bay) and regions 

near the inlet of the Houston ship channel (Baytown and Channel View) require continued 

monitoring due to recent rates of subsidence higher than the surrounding areas and regional 

norms.  The city of New Orleans was found to be stable and experiencing subcentimeter 

subsidence rates.  Areas to the southwest of New Orleans (Houma, New Iberia, Morgan City, and 

Raceland) and near the peninsula tip were consistently detected by both ground truth and InSAR 

to be subsiding at rates in excess of 30 mm yr
-1

.  Spatial correlation of the velocity profiles with 

tectonic and anthropogenic factors allows inferences to be made in regards to the underlying 

causation mechanism(s). 
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1.1 Background 

Throughout history, coastal regions have undoubtedly bestowed enormous advantages upon its 

inhabitants and societies at large.  As the interface between land and sea, coastlines provide for 

diverse ecological habitats, recreational and leisure activities, define heritage and cultural 

identity, and foster nations’ military, industrial, and economic power and growth.  For the first 

time in Earth’s history, more than half of the human population lives within 60-km of the coast 

(Dixby, 2001; Figure 1.1).  Unfortunately, these critical zones are coming under increased duress 

due to forces related to resource exploitation and climate change.  Assessing the scope and 

magnitude of these changes has presented its own set of unique challenges due to the turbulent 

and cacophonous nature of these environments.  Further, measuring change first requires 

establishment of a datum, or reference system, by which an assessment of change can be made—

surprisingly, still an issue often subject to debate.  Simply put, this research is interested in 

bringing increased clarity and accuracy to this subject by quantifying the interaction between two 

increasingly important phenomena acting along the northern shore of the Gulf of Mexico (GOM).  

Specifically this relates to the overarching problem of land subsidence and sea level rise and its 

impact on the people, communities, and ecological habitats that would call this place “home.” 

Land subsidence is the gradual or sudden sinking of the Earth’s surface with respect to a datum 

and largely due to the removal of the underlying constituent material (Gabrysch and Bonner, 

1975).  Subsidence is typically classified by its impetus—that being anthropogenic (human 

induced) or naturally occurring in origin.  While geologic (natural) processes such as earthquakes 

and volcanoes are responsible for large surface deformation over near instants of time, human 

activity is largely responsible for the progressively slower rates of subsidence observed in most 

metropolitan areas (Strange, 1989; Holdahl et al., 1989; Sun et al., 1999).  This type of 

subsidence (i.e. resulting from groundwater or hydrocarbon extraction) is especially subtle  
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and insidious precisely because of its slow and steady nature, where even extreme rates may 

result in a seemingly innocuous “couple of centimeters” rates of subsidence per year.  More 

alarming, subsidence related to fluid mining is often irreversible due to permanent compaction of 

the underlying source rock.  Extraction of groundwater has been implicated as the cause for most 

land subsidence (and related problems) in urban centers for both the developing and developed 

world (National Research Council, 1991).  

While anthropogenic subsidence is certainly a contributing factor, natural forces associated with 

the formation of the GOM (Bird and Burke, 2006) certainly have the potential for contribution to 

the subsidence problem.  This region lies along the perimeter of a large passive margin system.  

Associated with the formation mechanism of this basin are extensional (lateral) forces with 

secondary vertical forces acting in concert and a by-product of this initial rifting (Dunbar, 1987; 

Zaleski and Julien, 1992).  Further, the north central part of this basin is home to the Mississippi 

River delta which is responsible for draining and discharging nearly half of the continental United 

States.  Associated with this discharge is the deposition of vast quantities of sediment which has 

created additional stresses upon the underlying lithosphere (Purser and Bosence, 1997).  This 

deposition of sediment acts as a load and lithospheric flexure is the mandated response such that 

equilibrium is maintained (Fiduk et al., 1999).  The presence of either natural or anthropogenic 

forces is not under dispute.  The degree that one force is thought to dominate the other generally 

is, however. 

In addition to ground subsidence, coastal regions are also under relentless assault due to global 

sea-level rise (IPCC Synthesis Report, 2007; Donoghue, 2011).  Sea-level rise (Figure 1.2) is 

largely due to steric effects (i.e. thermal expansion of seawater) as well as the melting of 

landlocked ice—both resulting from the rise in average temperature of Earth’s atmosphere and 

oceans (Peltier and Tushingham, 1989).  This temperature rise is strongly correlated with the 
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actions of western civilization beginning with the mid 19
th
 century’s industrial revolution (Church 

and White, 2006; Rahmstorf et al., 2007).  Of consequence, sea-level rise is marked by the lateral 

loss of terrestrial surface area (i.e. inundation).  While this would follow intuition, delineating 

those processes that are naturally occurring versus those related to human activity can be difficult 

due to the turbulent nature of these environments.  Often first affected and most vulnerable are 

wetlands which make up large portions of the northern GOM—especially for coastal Louisiana 

and Mississippi (Morton et al., 2005).  In addition to acting as a filtration device by trapping and 

removing pollutants and sediments from the mainland, wetlands serve to protect shorelines from 

erosion and are natural barriers to storm surges produced by hurricanes and tropical storms 

(Nicholls and Cazenave, 2010). 

Figure 1.2:  Past, present, and future projections for sea level rise. 
Courtesy IPCC (2007) 
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Fortunately, with the introduction of these problems have come new methods and tools to assess 

and quantify them.  Within the last few decades, remote sensing has provided a means for the 

unprecedented acquisition of vast quantities of earth observation (EO) data that, just decades 

prior, would have been unfathomable.  Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR), a radar 

imaging technique that exploits phase differences in emitted radiation, is especially useful for 

measuring crustal deformation on a regional scale (Rosen et al., 2000).  Similarly, by knowing the 

speed of the transmitted radiation and the travel time, radar altimetry allows for direct 

measurement of the height of the sea surface (Fu and Cazenave, 2001).  Additionally, the Global 

Positioning System (GPS) also provides valuable insight into these problems by triangulation of 

receiver position on the surface (Kaplan and Hegarty, 2006) with respect to orbiting satellites.  

While any one GPS observation alone would simply not be capable of quantifying position to the 

required accuracy, measurements over a window of time allow for calculation of secular trends 

(i.e. rates) to millimeter per year (mm yr
-1

) precision (Zilloski et al., 2001, 2003).  Finally, tide 

gauges allow for accurate measurements of relative sea-level (RSL) change between the sea 

surface and a land-based benchmark (Turner, 1991).  Tide gauges are unique in their ability to 

measure elevation change of either land or sea in addition to being capable of auditing all other 

methods to some degree or another. 

1.2 Motivation 

Estimates for damages associated with RSL rise are truly staggering with this trend expected to 

continue—if not accelerate (Douglas et al., 2001).  Because coastal regions are frequently 

economic and industrial hubs due to port location, they are often “hot spots” for anthropogenic 

subsidence.  Subsidence within these regions has been linked to catastrophic failure of 

infrastructure such as buildings and bridges and also brings increased risk of flooding to  
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commercial and residential areas.  Its consequences are estimated to have affected nearly 50,000 

km
2
 and all fifty states (Figure 1.3) to some degree or another (Amelung et al., 1999; Galloway, 

1999).  Economic loss due to secondary effects such as greater inland penetration of storm surges 

and saltwater infiltration (Steyer et al., 2007), are often difficult to quantify due to their 

unconventional nature.  In effect, establishing the cause and effect relationship between 

subsidence and the many overlapping “fallout effects” is difficult and makes absolute 

quantification and accountability nearly impossible.  As a result, statistics reported by the media, 

government, or the scientific community often represent lower bounds for total economic loss 

with comprehensive damages substantially higher (HCOEM, 2010). 

Since the problem was first officially identified near the beginning of the 20
th
 century, the Gulf 

Coast has arguably experienced some of the fastest and most extreme rates of subsidence, RSL 

rise, and subsequent coastal retreat than any other geographic region (Morton et al., 2007).  

Goose Creek oil field, near the inlet of the Houston ship channel, marked the first observation of 

subsidence attributed to anthropogenic activity near the end of World War 1 (Pratt and Johnson, 

Figure 1.3:  Subsidence throughout the continental United States. 
Galloway et al., 1999 
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1926).  Here, within the span of less than a decade, large scale pumping of oil resulted in a swath 

of land that disappeared beneath Galveston Bay and taking with it vegetation, oil derricks, and a 

host of other infrastructure.  More alarming still was that subsidence continued—unabated—even 

after subsurface fluid extraction within the vicinity stopped.  This was largely due to fault 

activation and creep (Gabrysch and Holzer, 1978; Holzer and Gabrysch, 1987) which was the 

instigator for surface fracturing, earthquakes, and extensive property damage that would continue 

to occur for decades to come. 

Throughout the early and middle parts of the 20
th
 century, Houston continued to experience 

moderate to severe subsidence as this areas petrochemical industry bloomed.  Most problematic 

during this time was subsidence southeast of Houston near Baytown, Pasadena, and Texas City 

(Gabyrish, 1990).  Subsidence during this time period was largely anthropomorphic in origin and 

due to the unregulated extraction of groundwater.  Large-scale groundwater mining remained the 

status quo until the 1970s when the State of Texas established regulatory committees to monitor, 

and ultimately arrest, groundwater withdrawal (HGSD Annual Report, 2013) and to facilitate the 

conversion to surface water. 

One of the more dramatic cases of subsidence and its impact on the human equation occurred 

during the early 1980s near the Brownswood subdivision in Baytown, Texas (Figure 1.4).  In a 

remarkable tale that began with subsidence, government intervention by the US Army Corp of 

Engineers [USACE] and the US Congress), a communities hope and perseverance, and then 

finally abandonment and inundation—this area serves as a stark warning and reminder of the 

effects caused by unregulated resource mining.  To this day, the area remains low-lying marsh 

with many of the homes still standing and visible but in various states of abandonment, disrepair, 

and reclamation by nature. 
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The problems of subsidence and its many aggravating effects that were occurring within the 

Houston and Galveston area were actually representative of near-simultaneous events also 

occurring along the entire northern GOM for the majority of the 20
th
 century (Geertsma, 1973; 

Martin and Serdengecti, 1984).  The spatial and temporal correlations of subsidence observations 

with the emergence of the petrochemical industry (White and Morton, 1997) would suggest, at 

minimum, a relationship between these two phenomena.  While earlier, more conservative, 

investigations (Holdzer and Blunzter, 1984) did attempt to make assessments of subsidence 

within oil and gas production zones, conclusions reached were often called into question due to 

the omission of critical subsurface properties such as production rates, pore pressure, fault slip, or 

reservoir geometries.  Still, compelling evidence has been produced that shows subsidence 

concentrated along the Mississippi River delta plain is largely “deep seated” and possibly a result 

Figure 1.4:  Inundation within the Brownswood Subdivision. 
Morton et al., 2007 
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of tectonic or sediment loading effects (Dokka, 2010).  Here, compaction of Holocene sediments 

resulted in shallow subsidence which was inferred from tide gauges and then compared to 

benchmarks (deep rods drilled to depths below compacting strata and similar to extensometers) 

that measured “total” subsidence. 

Whether the origin of subsidence along the Gulf Coast is anthropogenic, tectonic, tectonic by 

anthropogenic induction, or even possibly some other mechanism—the reality is that RSL rise, 

coastal retreat, and subsequent inundation is indeed occurring and appears to be accelerating.  In 

an unrelated study, historical photographs taken along coastal Louisiana and Mississippi were 

then benchmarked against recent Landsat satellite imagery (Barras, 2008).  Results identified 

nearly 5,000 km
2
 of wetlands along coastal Louisiana that was transformed to open water 

between the years of 1932 and 2004.  Most disturbing was the acceleration of wetland loss with 

some yearly rates since the 1970s more than quadruple land-loss rates observed at the beginning 

of the study (Bernier et al., 2006).  The five study area “hotspots” were areas previously 

identified as undergoing historic, unprecedented conversion rates.  These areas included Delarge, 

Madison Bay, PAC, Bay St. Elaine, and Bully Camp and were all located approximately 60-km 

south-southwest from New Orleans, Louisiana.  Prior to the study, most of the area within these 

hotspots could be easily identified as marsh but, after repeated cycles of submergence and 

exposure, were permanently converted to open water (Britsch et al., 1993). 

From a global perspective, there can be little doubt that Earth’s sea levels are rising (Douglas and 

Peltier, 2002).  Evidence suggests a near steady increase in sea level since the last half of the 20th 

century approximating 1.7 mm yr
-1

 (Church and White, 2006) with estimates from radar altimetry 

significantly higher.  Further, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) has shown 

a much more recent acceleration during the first decade of the 21
st
 century (IPCC Synthesis 

Report 2007).  Without even accounting for subsidence within these coastal zones, semiempirical 
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climate models project sea level rise as high as 1.8-m (Grinsted et al., 2009) by century’s end 

with some researchers believing this value could still be significantly higher (Pfeffer et al., 2008).  

Estimates made by Weiss and Overpeck (2003) for certain parts along the Gulf Coast revealed 

that merely a 1-m rise in sea level would equate to 10% land loss, 1.5 million inhabitants 

displaced, and $130 billion in property losses. 

1.3 Literature Review 

Remote sensing has proven itself especially useful to the scientific community within the last few 

decades due to the unparalleled efficiency with which geophysical data can be acquired.  Since 

the methods inception during the mid 20
th
 century due to military necessity, large volumes of 

literature have been compiled as a testament to this fact (Zisk, 1974; Kovaly, 1981; Zebker, 1994; 

Rosen, 2000).  However, because the acquisition platform must often operate at great distance, 

associated with this method are temporal and spatial variations of the atmosphere which, for all 

intents and purposes, poses limits to the precision of solutions produced (Goldstein, 1995; Baran 

et al., 2003).  Because of this, remotely sensed data often must be audited by in situ 

measurements (e.g. tide gauges, GPS, extensometers, etc.) in order to calibrate and correct for 

atmospheric heterogeneity.  Fortuitously, and due to the acquisition geometry, these errors will 

often be constant throughout the imaged scene.  By comparison with ground or sea truth, 

corrections can then be applied regionally with other stations offering insight into the validity of 

the assumption.  Because of the natural and symbiotic relationship between these two different 

measurement approaches, their combination has been especially popular for scientific research 

related to earth observation (EO) applications (Massonnet et al., 1995; Buckley et al., 2003; 

Bawden, 2013). 
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In addition to the media attention caused by Hurricane Katrina and Rita, the ongoing debate of 

RSL rise along the Gulf Coat was undoubtedly escalated by publication of Technical Report NGS 

50 (Shinkle and Dokka, 2004).  The study computed subsidence rates for areas of coastal 

Louisiana and Mississippi utilizing levelling data, GPS stations, and water-level data obtained 

from tide gauges.  The investigation made extensive use of regression analysis in order to 

determine secular trends and elevation changes for various areas within coastal Louisiana.  First-

order differential levelling lines along “corridors” between benchmarks provided a means for 

spatial analysis of the subsidence trend which could then be compared to nearby GPS and tide 

gauge stations.  Concluding remarks implied subsidence rates are significantly higher than 

previously thought and due mainly to an outdated and obsolete reference system and poor 

elevation control within the immediate area. 

Locally, InSAR data was used for a study of urban land subsidence (Buckley, 2000; Buckley et 

al., 2003), that was then point constrained by extensometer data.  In addition to concluding that 

the east Houston subsidence had been arrested, it also found ongoing subsidence accelerating to 

the northwest near Katy, Texas.  For calibration, interferograms were compared to extensometer 

data to infer the noise artifacts associated with radar transmission using a root-mean-square 

analysis where pixels nearest the extensometers were averaged and then unwrapped to vertical 

deformation values.  Likewise, deformation due to atmospheric heterogeneity was determined 

analytically from the correlation coefficients associated with each interferogram.  An alternative 

method inferred the unknown tropospheric delays by comparing in situ measured fault creep 

along the Long Point fault system with rates inferred from generated interferograms.  Results 

showed reduced coherence in humid locations such as Houston when compared to other cities 

with dryer climates.  Atmospheric instability and high humidity created significant noise and poor 

scene coherence which ultimately limited precision within the interferogram.  The study stressed 
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the importance of using SAR scene acquired during times of the year where humidity is typically 

lowest (i.e. late fall, winter, and early spring). 

More recently, radar altimetry datasets were combined with tide gauges and GPS data to assess 

subsidence rates for the Tahitian Islands (Fadil et al., 2011).  The research primarily focused on 

comparing vertical movements from independent geodetic techniques with those of model 

predictions.  Nearly twelve years of GPS data, seventeen years of radar altimetry data, and thirty-

five years of tide gauge records were utilized for monitoring ground surface movement with 

respect to sea level.  While the study showed minimal subsidence in the area and overall good 

agreement between method results, it concluded that tropospheric delays in tropical and 

subtropical regions can have significant impact on those methods dependent upon 

electromagnetic wave traversal of Earth’s atmosphere.  Similarly, atmospheric effects will most 

certainly be an issue for InSAR, GPS, and radar altimetry solutions acquired in similar settings 

along the Gulf Coast. 

1.4 Objectives 

This research is primarily concerned with the absolute quantification of elevation change 

pertaining to RSL rise along the northern shore of the GOM.  Integral to this objective will be the 

utilization and combination of data acquired remotely with those in situ.  This research is limited 

by the availability of adequate SAR coverage due to restricted data access and the stringent 

acquisition geometry requirements.  The SAR coverage will focus on two regions already 

identified as having undergone historic subsidence rates within the last century.  These areas are 

shown in Figure 1.5 and include Southeast Houston, Galveston Bay and the near vicinity GOM, 

here out referred to as Region 1.  The second region includes New Orleans, coastal Louisiana  
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and Mississippi and is here out referred to as Region 2.  Where supported by data, 

recommendations will be proposed which will take into consideration the likely cause of the 

observed subsidence—that being natural or anthropogenic.  Further supporting these conclusions 

will be historical data, this study’s research results, underlying geology and regional tectonics, as 

well as nearness to urban centers.  While this research’s primary emphasis is quantification of the 

vertical velocity pattern or profile, a secondary objective is to develop conclusions about the 

pattern and severity of these issues and what it likely may be attributed to.  This will be useful in 

regards to identifying those regions as “at risk” of RSL rise and inundation. 

Figure 1.5:  The two regions of focus for this investigation. 
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Because this investigation is centered on the interferometric technique, it will focus on assessing 

crustal deformation beginning in the early 1990s and continuing to present day.  While some of 

the methods used do, in fact, have data which predates this time (i.e. mainly tide gauge and 

extensometer records), this investigation is predominantly focused on the situations in which 

SAR data is spatially and temporally coincident with ground or sea truth.  Because of the GOM’s 

subtropical climate, the in situ measurement methods are an essential aspect of this investigation 

in order to resolve and/or correct for atmospheric heterogeneity errors.  As much as possible, data 

has been selected in order to minimize this effect.  Specifically this relates to attempting to 

always select SAR scenes captured during the winter months for reasons already discussed.  

Other considerations and constraints include orbital acquisition geometry between master and 

slave pairs.  While this becomes less of an issue for interferogram stacking (i.e. persistent 

scatters), it must still be considered for 4-pass interferometry and will often render SAR data, 

otherwise perfect and meeting all other selection criteria, unusable. 

Lastly, and none-the-least important, this research is attempting to synergize multiple geodetic 

measurement methods.  Ground truth is being used in a larger capacity than simply as means of 

correcting the regional solutions provided by InSAR or radar altimetry.  Rather, the combination 

of geocentric (i.e. earth-centered) and relative ground truth measurements offers the direct 

capability for decomposition of the latter.  In regards to this investigation, tide gauges and 

extensometers (both relative measurement techniques) will benefit greatly upon combination with 

the geocentric measurement capability of GPS.  Further, ground truth is still suspect to quality 

control (QC) concerns that may compromise the integrity of their data and their ability to report 

“truth.”  This realization is especially noteworthy due to the extended length of time that some of 

these stations have been in operation in which datums are possibly being shifted or reset, and 

conclusions formulated and drawn (Shinkle and Dokka, 2004).  Worth reiterating, this research’s 
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primary objective is quantification of elevation change with the secondary focus to give insight 

into possible reasons why. 

1.5 Approach 

Central to this research will be acquisition and utilization of spaceborne radar (SAR) data.  While 

many investigators will only provide the interferogram due to the wider margin for interpretation, 

this research will provide the final velocity maps (VMs).  Beginning in 1992, data has been 

acquired from the first ESA radar satellite, ERS-1.  In addition, data from ERS-2 (launched in 

1995) and Envisat (launched in 2001) has also been made available for this investigation.  The 

SAR data acquired from these satellites has been used for the creation of a total of twelve (12) 

velocity maps spanning the years between 1992 though 2012.  This is broken down as follows: 

three (3) velocity maps created for Region 1 between the years of 1992 and 2012 utilizing ERS-1, 

ERS-2, and Envisat data.  Because of the much larger geographic area and data availability, a 

total of nine (9), 4-pass velocity maps were created for Region 2 and also comprised of data 

originating from the same satellites but spanning the years between 1992 and 2008.   

Radar altimetry will also be utilized for the express purpose of provide insight into ASL change 

within the northern GOM.  It will also serve as a secondary means of decomposition for RSL 

change reported by tide gauges (Nerem and Mitchum, 2002).  The research area of interest (AOI) 

for ascertaining ASL rise within the northern GOM is spatially limited to radar altimetry 

acquisitions north of Florida’s peninsula tip.  While nearshore radar altimetry measurements 

would be ideal, measurements within these regions is especially problematic due to terrestrial 

interference and shallow water effects and still under intense research at this time.  In order to 

give complete temporal coverage, this research has processed both Topex-Poseidon (T/P) and 

Jason-1 Geophysical Data Records (GDRs) between the years of 1992-2005 and 2002-2012 
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respectively.  Upon processing these GDRs, the target output parameter for assessing ASL rise 

(or fall) is the sea level anomaly (SLA).  Therefore, time series have been created at both a local 

level (along pass numbers) and at the regional level encompassing the entire northern GOM.  

Data acquired by radar altimetry corresponds well to the timeframe of data acquired by SAR 

satellites ERS-1, ERS-2, and Envisat (1992-2012).   

In addition to being the oldest (and arguably the simplest) instrument of those used for this study, 

tide gauges are the only method capable of providing insight into both subsidence and sea level 

rise simultaneously by direct assessment of RSL.  This study is fortunate enough to have an 

ample selection of tide gauges dispersed throughout both regions.  Mostly operated by the 

National Ocean Service (NOS), a program office for the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 

Administration (NOAA), NOS facilitates the collection and distribution of over 175 water-level 

observation stations around the United States through NOAA’s Center for Operational 

Oceanographic Products and Services (CO-OPS) website.  While not all of these tide gauges have 

water-level recording capability, for those that do, they offer an extended analysis period that 

exceeds the record keeping for all other methods used for this study by a wide margin (the 

Galveston Pier 21 tide gauge began recording data in 1908). 

The previously discussed regulatory committees established in the 1970s by the State of Texas to 

monitor groundwater withdrawal were also responsible for the implementation of a means by 

which subsidence could be assessed on an impromptu basis.  As a result, the Harris Galveston 

Subsidence District (HGSD), operating in tandem with the National Geodetic Survey (NGS) and 

the US Geological Survey (USGS), identified areas throughout Houston having undergone 

historic subsidence.  Principal to their investigation and continued monitoring of this issue was 

the installation of thirteen extensometers throughout the Houston area—seven of which lie within 

the nearshore environment of Galveston Bay and will be directly utilized.  All extensometers can 
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directly ascertain subsidence by measuring the amount of compaction between the surface and the 

base of the extensometer—a concrete plug lying beneath the deepest compacting strata.  For the 

second analysis region, no extensometers have been installed and this study will not be able to 

utilize this type of measurement within that area. 

Finally, the Global Positioning System (GPS) has now been used for decades as a means of 

providing accurate geospatial navigation and position information to users around the world.  In 

order to provide a less expensive and more flexible method of measurement to extensometers, 

HGSD permanently installed GPS antennas at various locations throughout the region known as 

Continuously Operating Reference Stations (CORS).  In support of these stations, Port-a-Measure 

units (PAMs) were also installed (Zilkoski et al., 2001 and 2003) with the chief difference being 

that PAMS units are rotated between sites and therefore will not provide a continuous data record.  

Both PAMS and CORS stations are located extensively throughout Region 1 and provide 

excellent spatial resolution into the subsidence problem.  Unfortunately, GPS coverage within 

Region 2 is more sparse and limited to only CORS stations (i.e. no PAMS). 

1.6 Outline 

This section concludes Chapter 1 and is provided as a roadmap for what remains to be covered 

within this dissertation.  Simply put, this chapter serves as an introduction in order to acquaint the 

reader with the issue of subsidence, sea-level rise, and inundation within the northern GOM.  

More specifically, it’s hoped that by conducting this investigation, this research will support the 

scientific community’s ongoing effort to show why these issues are important and require 

immediate attention.  Chapter 2 begins with an exploration and explanation of the theory behind 

how these methods assess elevation position of the Earth’s surface which then allows for the 

determination of secular trends.  Because of the breadth and scope of methods attempted within, 
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Chapter 2 explores only key concepts and ideas critical to developing an understanding behind 

the measurement process.  Having now established the technical basis and laid the groundwork, 

Chapters 3 focuses on the general methodology and data reduction procedure that was used in 

taking the raw data to its final form.  That chapter also serves an essential role due to the many 

software processing options, conditions, and parameters that can be applied to the raw data which 

would likely impact results. 

Lastly, this investigation will fully integrate, interpret, and adjudicate all elevation data acquired 

(Chapter 4) which will be used as a basis for the discussion, final recommendations, and 

conclusions drawn within Chapter 5.  That chapter will also briefly review the five measurement 

methods in regards to their ability to directly provide solutions relating to these issues.  

Considerations will largely be focused on tradeoffs between precision and spatial coverage in 

addition to each methods applicability and usefulness in providing solutions capable of 

deciphering the RSL enigma.  In closing, suggestions of future work are made that this research 

either did not attempt, or failed to accomplish for whatever reason, but would be a natural starting 

point for those interested in the problem at hand or wishing to follow this body of work. 

Included within the appendices, are all of the time series constructed from radar altimetry, tide 

gauges, GPS, and extensometers data (Appendix A-D).  The key statistical parameters associated 

with these secular trends that are not readily apparent from the figures are presented in Appendix 

E.  Appendix F presents the results of a Fourier analysis performed upon the time series from the 

eight longest running tide gauges in order to make inferences in regards to periodicity and the 

degree of similarity between stations.  Appendix G provides the coherence maps for key velocity 

maps created within Chapter 4.  Finally, because a large part of this research is centered around 

the creation, comparison, and integration of secular trends between methods, the theory behind 

regression analysis and confidence intervals is briefly discussed within Appendix H.
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2.1 Overview 

This chapter presents the theory and technical basis behind the methods that will be used to asses 

elevation change throughout the northern GOM.  A thorough theoretical understanding of each 

method in regards to the layout geometry, the acquisition process, and the corrections that are 

applied (if necessary) is deemed of fundamental importance and an essential prerequisite before 

interpretation of results can commence.  Because the approach for this investigation is centered 

around the integration of results between methods, prudence dictates caution in regards to 

interpretation of end results and what they would imply about a particular observation or 

situation.  While this research is predominantly interested in determining secular trends over an 

observed period of time, comparison of these trends can often not be directly made even though it 

would appear natural to do so.  Further, these secular trends will have associated with them 

different formal errors and uncertainties.  For InSAR, radar altimetry, and GPS, an uncertainty in 

range is largely due to the spatial and temporal inhomogeneity of Earth’s atmosphere.  In short, 

only by first having a thorough understanding of the theory behind these method—in addition to 

understanding all of the assumptions, approximations, and/or substitutions—should one feel 

empowered to integrate results, make interpretations, and finally draw conclusions. 

For each of the five methods used, a subsection has been allocated which begins with a review of 

the theory as applicable to the given method.  For the remote sensing methods (InSAR, radar 

altimetry, and GPS), this revolves around manipulation of some basic trigonometric identities in 

combination with the mathematical representation of a complex electromagnetic wave (i.e. having 

both in-phase and quadrature components).  Because of the increased complexity associated with 

these methods, they will be covered to greater depth within this chapter.  The theory behind the in 

situ methods (GPS, tide gauges and extensometers) are relatively straight forward and, by the 

same rational, less time is devoted to their review.  For this research, GPS is considered 
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somewhat of a “hybrid” methodology (i.e. having both remote sensing and in situ characteristics) 

due to the intrinsic manner by which the elevation measurement is derived. 

2.2 Radar Interferometry Overview 

Radar interferometry has found a wide range of applications in regards to measuring Earth’s 

dynamic and changing surface environment and has a rich history of development to this end.  

The first civilian use of radar for scientific research was from an aerial platform which measured 

Earth’s topography (Graham, 1974).  Within a few years, Seasat was launched (1978) and, for the 

first time, demonstrated the feasibility of repeat-pass interferometry by measuring surface 

deformation within central California.  In addition to being equipped with a microwave emitter, 

the platform was also equipped with a radar altimeter to measure the height of the sea surface.  

This satellite is generally credited as the first launched for scientific research to this end.  

However, it would take over a decade before the concepts of repeat-pass interferometry would be 

formally proposed and credit is usually given to Goldstein et al. (1988).  Motivating further 

research was the understanding that surface deformation events would leave a “footprint” behind 

that could be evidenced by phase information contained within an interferogram.  Since this time, 

repeat-pass interferometry has allowed for the unprecedented capability to measure deformation 

caused by earthquakes (Murakami et al., 1996), volcanic inflation and deflation (Massonnet et al., 

1995), low and high-speed terrestrial surface flow (glacial and landslides, Goldstein et al., 1993; 

Singhroy et al., 2004), and subsidence resulting from underlying fluid withdrawal.  This 

technique has been especially useful for measuring subsidence along the northern Gulf Coast and 

many EO satellites have imaged this area extensively since the early 1990s. 

Radar interferometry is an active illumination technique based upon the more general phenomena 

of constructive and destructive wave interference which is of direct relation to the principle of 
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superposition.  The method is conceptually similar to the idea of a phased array in which the 

emitted radiation pattern is reinforced in a desired direction and heavily attenuated in all others.  

This method is also synonymous with the double-slit experiment observed in optical 

interferometry and covered in most undergraduate physics coursework.  While these analogous 

ideas and methods utilize simultaneous emission (or nearly so) of radiation from either vantage 

points, it was the temporal offset of the second vantage point that allowed for the detection of 

surface deformation to an unprecedented scale (Goldstein et al., 1986)!  The synthetic aperture 

employed by InSAR is simulated by taking advantage of the satellite vehicle’s orbital trajectory 

and its subsequent emission of radar pulses along the flight path (Raney, 1998) while employing 

only a single antenna.  Intrinsic to this ability to measure surface deformation over an entire 

region, as well as to construct topographic, displacement, or velocity maps, is the careful 

adherence to a specific geometry between successive vantage points (i.e. master and slave pairs) 

along the satellite vehicle’s orbital trajectory. 

2.3 Radar Interferometry Fundamentals 

The synthetic aperture employed by InSAR has a beam width inversely proportional to the 

distance travelled for the duration of the pulse repetition and proportional to the antenna’s 

effective imaging resolution (Rosen, 2011).  The nominal gain in resolving point targets on the 

surface by utilizing a synthetic antenna in the along-track (azimuthal) direction, can give orders 

of magnitude resolution magnification than what could ever be achieved conventionally via real 

aperture radar (RAR).  For a RAR system, the following is defined (SARmap, 2009): 
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c - speed of light 

τ - pulse duration 

λ - radiation wavelength (C-band is approximately 5-cm) 

R - distance between the antenna and target 

L - antenna length 

 

Here, resrange is the resolution in range or the direction perpendicular to the satellite flight path.  

Similarly, resazimuth defines the smallest resolution element that can be imaged in the along track 

or azimuthal direction.  It can be seen that the range resolution can be significantly reduced (i.e. 

increased magnification) by decreasing the pulse duration. The resolution in azimuth can likewise 

reduced by increasing the effective aperture length.  There are, however, natural limits in regards 

to the resolution in either the range or azimuthal directions. 

In the range direction, this limit is governed by the bandwidth of the transmitted pulse.  This is 

because the shorter the pulse duration, the wider the required bandwidth, and the lower the 

transmitted energy and radiometric resolution (Bamler, 1998).  The effective gain in the 

azimuthal direction (Figure 2.1) can be calculated as follows (SARmap, 2009): 

-Real beam width    = λ / D    Equation 2.3 

-Real resolution   ΔL =   ∙ R = LS    Equation 2.4 

-Synthetic beam width   S = λ / (2 ∙ LS) = D / (2 ∙ R)  Equation 2.5 

-Synthetic resolution  ΔLS =  S ∙ R = D / 2   Equation 2.6 

-Gain (azimuthal)  M = ΔL / ΔLS = (2 ∙ λ ∙ R) / D
2  

Equation 2.7 
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For interferometry satellites (ERS-1, ERS-2, and Envisat), λ ≈ 5-cm, R ≈ 975-km (mid-swath), 

and D ≈ 2-m.  Upon substitution of these values in the above equation(s), SAR magnification 

would be orders of magnitude higher than a convention RAR system.  Wavelengths are given as 

follows: 

 P-band ≈ 65-cm AIRSAR 

 L-band ≈ 23-cm JERS-1 SAR, ALOS PALSAR (in addition to GPS) 

 S-band ≈ 10-cm Almaz-1 

 C-band ≈ 5-cm ERS-1/2, RADARSAT-1/2, ENVISAT ASAR, RISAT-1 

 X-band ≈ 3-cm TerraSAR-X-1, COSMO-SkyMed 

 K-band ≈ 1.2-cm (military domain) 

Figure 2.1:  Resolution gain in the azimuthal direction. 
SARmap, 2009 
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2.4 InSAR:  Theory & Geometry 

Radar interferometry, like all active remote sensing methods, is based upon careful comparison of 

the precisely known emitted signal with respect to the received backscatter.  Encoded within the 

received signal lies the unique signature of the scatterer by which its dielectric and geometric 

properties may be directly ascertained (Burgman et al., 2000).  In addition, by observing the times 

of emission and reception, the range to the target can be determined by noting elapsed time and 

transmission speed.  What now begins is the presentation of theoretical concepts of radar 

interferometry.  Before relational geometry is explored, a brief synopsis in regards to the 

mathematical representation of a two-dimensional (i.e. having a real [inphase] and imaginary 

[quadrature] components) electromagnetic wave is reviewed. 

An electromagnetic wave incident upon elemental scatterers would be reflected as the phase 

preserving summation of each constituent scatterer (Buckley, 2000).  For InSAR, each pixel 

imaged could be representative of a multitude of individual reflectors, each with their own 

“response” to the incident radiation.  In other words, on a pixel-by-pixel basis, the effective or 

aggregate phase recorded by any given pixel could be seen as the phase-preserving summation of 

elemental scatterers comprising that pixel.  This complex return for the incident radiation can be 

expressed mathematically as (Rosen and Hensley, 1996; Buckley, 2000): 

 

             
  

 
                       

  

 
                              

 

And for the condition where each pixel is composed of N elemental reflectors:    
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A - Amplitude of the backscattered radiation 

ψ - Phase of the backscattered radiation 

λ - Wavelength of the transmitted radiation 

N - Total number of reflectors within each pixel 

δρ - One way differential range of each reflector 

 

Interestingly, the above equation reveals that the incident and reflected radiation is innately 

complex and comprised of both in-phase and quadrature components.  Of most interest is that the 

above equation has simplified the incredibly complex interaction of many elemental reflectors 

comprising any given pixel of SAR data because all reflectors are assumed to sum coherently.  

While coherent summation of elemental reflectors within a given resolution element may not 

always be a valid assumption, it is made here as a means of simplifying an otherwise extremely 

complex interaction among constituent scatterers. 

For the specific case of a master and slave radar acquisitions, the general equation given 

previously for a reflected wave could be represented with respect to the master and slave pair 

with a spatial offset by the baseline, B, and difference in range δρ.  Specifically, 

                
  

 
                                                  

and 

                
  

 
                                          

 

Figure 2.2 shows both the nominal 2-pass interferometric geometry (as considered thus far), in 

addition to the 4-pass geometry which this research has exclusively made use for the creation of  
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velocity maps.  Considering still only the nominal 2-pass geometry, the interferogram, on a pixel-

by-pixel basis, is defined as the multiplication of s1 by the conjugate of s2.  This is expressed 

mathematically as: 

      
    

                                                        

and the interferometric phase can therefore be written as 

       
       

       
 

  

 
             

  

 
                             

Figure 2.2:  4-pass geometry. 
Modified after Buckley, 2000 
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While this interferometric phase value is useful, it also contains—in addition to the deformation 

phase—topographic and reference surface contributions which must be removed.  Thus, the 

flattened interferometric phase is the final objective in differential interferometry.  In 

consideration of this, the phase due to the reference surface will be linearized based upon the 

range from the sensor’s projected nadir position.  By subtraction of the interferometric phase 

from the phase induced by the reference surface and topographic height, the flattened 

interferometric phase is produced (Burgman et al., 2000).  Application of trigonometric identities 

relating endpoints along triangle A1, A2, and P (law of cosines) followed by subtraction of the 

reference surface directly yields: 

       
  

 

  

   
 
  
  

  
  
        

                                                       

where Bn represents the baseline component perpendicular to the radar line-of-sight.  The 4-pass 

flattened interferometric phase could likewise be written for the additional second pair: 

       
  

 

   

   
  

   
  

   
  

          
  

  

 
                                      

2.5 Geometric Distortions 

Due to the intrinsic manner by which the ground is imaged, SAR systems have associated with 

them geometric distortions that occur and must be corrected for before digital elevation models 

(DEMs), displacement maps, or velocity maps can be produced.  Because of the distinctly 

different geometric properties of the radar signal in the azimuthal and range direction, it’s worth 

considering these distortions separately.  Range distortions are caused by real changes in 

topographic relief and directly tied to the slant angle and side-look acquisition of the terrain with 
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respect to the sensor.  The distortions in azimuth are generally smaller but their determination is 

much more complicated (Simons, 2007). 

Target positioning is determined simply by noting the elapsed time between the emitted and 

received radiation.  Nonlinear preservation of the lateral position of imaged points on the surface 

with respect to the sensor will resort in distortions in both range and illuminated intensity.  This is 

largely due to problems associated with differences in elevation of the acquired scene in 

combination with the sensors side-look acquisition configuration.  Consider Figure 2.3 in which 

points along the terrain are “projected” along a radial extension of the sensor called the viewing 

plane.  Nearest the sensor, foreshortening can be seen to occur due to nonlinear preservation of 

the terrain in the projected viewing plane.  In the second case called layover, the proportionality 

between points has not been preserved within the imaging plane and these points would report the 

highest intensity levels.  Furthest from the sensor, shadowing has resulted due to obstruction by 

points within the layover region and the intensity of these points would therefore be lowest 

(Simons and Rosen, 2007). 

2.5.1 Phase Ambiguity Height 

Of relation to the issue of geometric distortions is the altitude of ambiguity which is inversely 

proportional to the perpendicular baseline between master and slave pairs.  In other words, 

changes in relative height that would be equivalent to 2π cannot be resolved as separate and 

distinct by the sensor.  Mathematically, this is represented as (SARmap, 2009): 

   
      

   
  

    

  
                                                                

where Bn is the perpendicular baseline.  While it may seem ideal to have as large a perpendicular 

baseline as possible in order to minimize the height of ambiguity, the maximum value is  
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ultimately limited by the critical baseline, Bcrit.  SAR data acquired and originating from sensors 

with baselines exceeding this critical value are without coherence (i.e. likeness) and therefore 

decorrelated.  Coherence and related subtopics will be covered in a forthcoming section of this 

chapter. 

2.6 Atmospheric Distortions 

The ionosphere, beginning at approximately 50-km height, induces a transmission delay to the 

emitted radiation which is proportional to the total electrons content (abbreviated TEC) and 

inversely proportional to the square of the radiation frequency (Quegan and Lamont, 1986).   In 

effect, the TEC represent the planar electron density (per unit area), as seen by a propagating 

Figure 2.3:  Distortions in range. 
Simons and Rosen, 2007 
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electromagnetic wave.  The free electrons are created by the ionization of high altitude gas atoms 

by incident solar radiation.  Because it is a dispersive medium (i.e. a function of frequency), the 

utilization of dual bands can be used in order to solve and correct for the induced delay.  While 

many of the satellites with interferometric capabilities also employ dual-band emitters used for 

radar altimetry, radar interferometry has not yet utilized the dual-band approach in order to 

resolve the ionospheric induced delay.  Because this technique is actively exploited by radar 

altimetry, it will be revisited in that section where equations for the path delay will then be 

presented. 

The troposphere is not a dispersive medium (i.e. the dual-band approach used above would in fact 

not work) but also induces a delay.  This is due to variation of temperature, pressure, and water 

vapor content (Baby, 1988).  The former two properties are (together) typically referred to as the 

dry component, while the latter is often referred to as the wet component.  The path delay induced 

by the dry component is fairly easy to solve for assuming pressure and temperature variation are 

known.  This can be estimated by semiempirical surface models which are based upon 

measurements where surface pressure and temperature have been measured.  Using these points 

as reference, they can then be modelled and extrapolated into those areas unknown (Fu et al., 

2001).    

The wet component is dependent on the partial pressure of water vapor with respect to the total 

atmospheric pressure.  Generally speaking, the wet component is highly transient (both spatially 

and temporally) and much harder to resolve.  Empirical relationships have been derived that 

relate the naturally occurring radiation emitted from the top of Earth’s atmosphere to the partial 

pressure of water vapor occurring within the atmospheric air column.  Satellite vehicles with 

altimetric capabilities are equipped with microwave radiometers that have been specifically 

designed to detect the radiation intensity at specific frequencies that best model the integrand of 
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water vapor occurring within the atmospheric air column (AVISO user handbooks T/P and Jason-

1, 1996/2008).  As for the ionospheric delay, the equations for wet and dry tropospheric delays 

will also be revisited in a later section pertaining specifically to radar altimetry. 

2.7 Coherence 

The usefulness of radar interferometry as a tool to either construct deformation or velocity maps 

is intrinsically tied to its ability to establish a continuous progression of phase changes between 

adjacent pixels.  While the method is certainly capable of resolving large changes in elevation 

across an entire scene, on a local scale, the method is directly limited by its ability (or inability) to 

establish phase continuity between adjacent pixels (Gatelli et al., 1994).  In other words, phase 

jumps between adjoining pixels cannot exceed one half of a cycle (i.e. π) in order to successfully 

unwrap phase to either height or displacement values.  If and when this phase continuity 

condition is violated, the change has exceeded the spatial sampling rate and the data is said to be 

locally decorrelated.  From a visual perspective, decorrelation is evidenced on an interferogram 

by randomness between adjacent pixels and will lack the ordered and continuous color pattern of 

areas with good coherence as seen where fringe patterns develop. 

The correlation statistic is a means of determining how well the formed interferogram spatially 

coheres within the immediate vicinity.  It is arguably the definitive diagnostic characteristic by 

which precision is determined and confidence given to the final product.  From a purely 

mathematical standpoint, correlation, or more accurately labelled as cross-correlation, offers 

insight into the degree of statistical likeness or similarity between two signals.  For the 

interferometric case, cross-correlation defines the local and immediate similarity between pixels 

which is typically accomplished over a moving window.  Mathematically, this is the 
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representation of the ratio between incoherent and coherent summations and can be expressed as 

(Burgmann et al, 2000): 

  
             

  

         
          

 
                                                             

where s1 and s2 denote distinct pixels of the master and slave pairs.  Note that while the input 

parameters are inherently complex (as defined previously in section 2.4), the correlation value is 

purely real and will range between values of 0 (without likeness) and 1 (identical likeness).  The 

summation symbol represents spatial and ensemble averaging among pixels within the immediate 

vicinity. 

2.8 Radar Altimetry:  Theory & Geometry 

This section begins the review of basic theory.  Essential to this theory is an understanding in 

regards to how the spaceborne platform acquires data and the relationship between it, the 

reference ellipsoid, and the ocean surface (i.e. the scatterer).  The determination of range (not to 

be confused with range as used in regards to InSAR geometry which is the direction 

perpendicular to the flight path) to the sea surface is conceptually straightforward and requires 

only an understanding of the relationship between distance, elapsed time, and speed.  Adding a 

layer of complexity to this very simple idea are various uncertainties and corrections that must be 

applied in order to yield the true range to the sea surface (Figure 2.4).  These include instrument 

and orbit corrections (position, velocity, and onboard instrumentation), dielectric properties of the 

transmission medium (i.e. specifically the ionosphere and troposphere), geometric and dielectric 

properties of the scatterer (sea-state bias, and electromagnetic biases), in addition to the removal 

of geophysical factors (inverse barometer, surface gradient errors related to geoid undulations, 

and ocean, solid earth, and pole tides).  All of these adjustments or corrections induce a range bias  
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and create uncertainty in trying to determine the height of the sea surface above the reference 

ellipsoid. 

One of the most difficult aspects in calculating the range to the sea surface springs from trying to 

uniformly characterize a radar echo that is intrinsically nonuniform.  This is because of the widely 

varying sea-surface state and its effect on the backscattered radiation recovered by the sensor.  

Figure 2.4:  Corrections and adjustments to range. 
Modified after Fu et al., 2001 
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Altimetry datasets are typically broken down into two main categories:   Sensor Data Records 

(SDRs) are the raw data as acquired by the sensor and have undergone little to no pre-processing. 

Geophysical Data Records (GDRs) are the integrated and merged product of external geophysical 

datasets (i.e. data not directly acquired onboard the satellite vehicle or SV), with that data 

acquired directly by the sensor.  The GDRs will have made final assignments to range, as 

detected by the sensor but the many corrections already discussed have yet to be applied. 

Consider the typical geometric configuration between the sensor, the scatterer, and the reference 

ellipsoid.  The range to the ocean surface follows a simple relationship which can be represented 

mathematically as (Callahan, 1993; AVISO 1996): 

        
 

                                                                         

and 

  
  

 
                                                                                 

The true range, R, is the actual one-way distance to the sea surface, c is the speed of propagation 

of an incident electromagnetic wave in a vacuum, and t is the elapsed time.  Note, the convention 

of adding corrections is consistent with the adoption taken in the T/P user handbooks.  For this 

sign notation, corrections to range will be the addition of negative values that will reduce the 

perceived range by an amount yielding the true and correct range to the scatterer, R.  In other 

words, the true range to the surface, R, will always be less than that value determined by Ŕ.  The 

sign convection of ∆Rj will therefore be followed for what remains of the theory to be reviewed.   

Significant complexity is masked by the above equations due to the impression that the elapsed 

time, t, can be determined in a straightforward and systematic manner—almost as if the emitted 
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radiation behaved as a singular point source.  In actuality, the radiation is emitted with duration, 

τ, and the returned radiation is time variant due to the spatially variant (and subsequently 

expanding) footprint, or annulus, of the illuminated area upon the scatterer.  While the onboard 

tracker is quite proficient at the determination of the time of emission, t0, the returned waveform 

will be characterized by this inherently nonuniform response and is one of the primary sources of 

error in assessing the received waveform (Chelton et al., 1989). 

Due to the spherical and conicular geometry of the emitted radar pulse from the antenna, the radar 

energy illuminates a constantly changing area upon the sea surface.  This does not include 

dynamic effects due to ocean topography.   Because of this spherical expansion of the wave front, 

the incident radar energy is not temporally coincident upon the scatterer at precisely the same 

time.  Because of this, the received signal (as seen by the sensor) is characterized by an initial dc 

offset, a rapid spike, and then followed by a slowly decaying trailing edge due to the successively 

weaker and more dispersed radar energy located within these concentrically expanded outer rings 

(Chelton et al., 1989).  For simplification, a Gaussian distribution for each elemental scatterer 

within these concentrically expanding outer rings is typically assumed.  The onboard tracker takes 

the time corresponding to the half-power point of the leading edge as the received time.  The 

determination of elapsed time then follows in a straightforward manner. 

2.9 Atmospheric Refraction Corrections 

The propagation speed of an electromagnetic wave travelling through Earth’s atmosphere is not 

constant and, from the point of view of the sensor, will be evidenced as a path length excess 

(PLE) if the transmission medium is anything but a vacuum (Jakowski et al., 1992) and its path 

perfectly straight.  In violation of these conditions, an electromagnetic wave traversing Earth’s 

atmosphere will undergo refraction.  Concerning range measurements, the effects of extinction 
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(absorption and scattering) and refraction are typically deemed the most important criteria of 

consideration for an electromagnetic wave making a two-way trip from the emitter, to the 

scatterer, and then received by the sensor. 

2.9.1  Tropospheric 

The atmospheric refraction corrections previously discussed for InSAR are also applicable for 

radar altimetry.  These consist of the propagation delay induced by transmission through the 

troposphere (Moran and Rosen, 1981).  This tropospheric delay can be further broken down into 

the dry component (a function of pressure and temperature only) and the wet component (a 

function of the partial pressure of water vapor).  Assuming hydrostatic equilibrium, the vertically 

integrated dry range delay is a function of only surface pressure (Smith and Weintraub, 1953; Fu 

et al., 2001): 

                     
 

 

                                                              

This equation can be simplified if the vertical integral of air density, ρa, can be closely 

approximated as the pressure at mean sea level divided by the acceleration due to gravity.  

Assuming this, an approximation for the dry tropospheric range correction is only a function of 

sea level pressure.  Specifically (Callahan, 1993; AVISO User Handbooks for T/P and Jason-1, 

1996/2008): 

                                (T/P)                                  Equation 2.22 

                                                                             

where the equation has been updated for Jason-1 to account for latitude,  .  The surface pressure, 

Patm, is the atmospheric pressure at sea level and is determined  (for either Jason-1 or T/P) via 

numerical models calculated every six hours by the European Center for Medium Range Weather 
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Forecasting (ECMWF).  It must be done this way since onboard instrumentation is not capable of 

determining the nadir pressure at sea level. 

The wet tropospheric correction is calculated in a much more empirical manner by the onboard 

radiometer.  Here, the water vapor signal is inferred by detection at three frequencies by the 

TMR/JRM (Topex/Jason Microwave Radiometer) but with slight differences between the target 

frequencies of either radiometer.  As for ∆Rdry, the wet component can be determined 

mathematically as: 

              
     

    
  

 

 

                                                         

In this particular situation, ΔRvap can no longer be estimated directly from surface conditions due 

to a nonlinear and generally unknown relationship between temperature (T) and the height (z) 

above the Earth’s surface.  As stated, the best results for evaluating the columnar integrand are 

given empirically by the onboard microwave radiometer. 

2.9.2  Ionospheric 

The ionospheric correction, ΔRion is the integration of the index of refraction along the 

transmitted path.  However, the index of refraction is now a function of frequency and the TEC as 

seen by the transmitted radiation (Imel, 1994).  The correction for the ionospheric range delay is 

given by: 

                        
 

 

  
           

  
        

 

 

                                   

Nion - ionospheric index of refraction 

f - frequency (Hz) 

ne - electron density (electrons cm
-3

) 
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2.10 Sea-State Bias Corrections 

One of the first corrections applied to the range calculation is the sea-state bias (SSB).  This 

correction is broken down into two categories.  The first part of the SSB, the electromagnetic bias 

(EMB), is due to the natural tendency for wave troughs to focus the spherical wave front back 

towards the sensor.  This is opposed to the response given by wave crests which would tend to 

disperse the incident radiation away from the sensor.  The second category is related to the 

deviation of the true sea surface from the mean sea surface (MSS) as detected by the sensor. 

2.10.1  Electromagnetic Bias 

The electromagnetic bias has been shown to be partially a function of the significant wave height 

(H1/3, Walsh, 1990).  The best results for EMB have come from a parameterization modelled as a 

quadratic relationship dependent upon wind speed, U, and the observed significant wave height.  

Estimates for the EMB correction for range are given by Gaspar et al. (1994) and Chelton (1994) 

and rely on the BM4 model.    For T/P, this calculation is made as follows (AVISO, 1996/2008): 

                       
      

 

                                        

where a0, a1, a2, a3 represent empirically-derived coefficients that vary depending upon which 

altimeter is in operation (Topex or Poseidon) and the radiation wavelength or band used (Ku-

band, or C-band).   

2.10.2  Skewness Bias 

The skewness bias is the tendency of the returned waveform to be skewed towards a value other 

than the mean sea surface (geoid + mean dynamic topography).  This is largely a correction 

applied in order to account for errors caused by the assumption that the sea surface follows a 

Gaussian distribution of specular scatterers as previously discussed in Section 2.8.  Thought of 
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another way, with all else being equal, two separate and distinct calculations for range made by 

the altimeter with a theoretically equivalent mean sea surface (MSS) but a different distribution of 

specular scatterers (i.e. a different topography) about the MSS would, in effect, yield a different 

calculated values for range and would therefore require a correction for skewness (Glazman et al., 

1996; Elfouhaily et al., 2000). 

The skewness bias, ΔRSKW, is poorly understood, and is often omitted (AVISO, 2008).  In fact, for 

both T/P and Jason-1, ΔRSKW is not accounted for (set equal to zero) and the total range correction 

for the sea-state bias (ΔRSSB) is simply taken as only the electromagnetic bias, ΔREMB. This is 

simply the result of most derived models still being incapable of accounting for the variation and 

integration of real-world ensemble sea-state conditions (Fu et al., 2001).   In other words: 

                                                                                 

2.11 External Geophysical Corrections 

The geophysical corrections are not range-bias corrections as was the case for the sea-state bias 

and atmospheric corrections discussed in section 2.9 and 2.10.  Rather they are corrections 

applied that relate to the decomposition of the dynamic sea-surface topography and broken down 

as follows: 

hgeoid - height of the geoid undulations 

htidal - tidal height (ocean, solid earth, and pole tide) 

hbarom - sea-surface response due to atmospheric loading effects 

 

By combination of the above with the equations presented in section 2.8, the dynamic sea-surface 

height follows as: 
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All of these geophysical adjustments are made in order to remove those effects related to 

periodicity or inconsistent spatial sampling (i.e. surface gradient error) to better discern those 

drivers related to ASL rise, and likely induced by climate change.  These external geophysical 

corrections are now briefly discussed. 

2.11.1  Geoid Height 

The height of the geoid (h*geoid), and its variation along Earth surface (Figure 2.5), is of prime 

importance when considering adjustments that must be made to the dynamic sea-surface height.  

Intrinsically, this is due to precisely what the geoid is defined to be.  By definition, the geoid is 

the equipotential surface that best approximates mean sea level.  This issue becomes especially 

critical due to the surface gradient error in which the satellite is allowed to deviate about the 

nominal groundtrack by as much as ± 1-km.  Hence, direct measurements of SSH, even after 

atmospheric and SSB corrections have been applied, cannot be directly used to assess sea-level 

change precisely because of the surface gradient error.  Until high spatial resolution geoid data 

becomes available by the Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE) and Gravity Field 

and Steady-State Ocean Circulation (GOCE) satellite missions, it is best approximated by the 

MSS (Kim, 1997). 

Geoid undulations along Earth’s surface have been found to range as low as -83 to +105 meters 

height above their mean position (Lemonie et al., 1998).  This is due primarily to shallow and 

medium depth density variation within Earth’s interior.  Increasing the necessity for high spatial 

resolution accountability is the short-wavelength nature of hgeoid.  Indeed, research by Brenner et 

al. (1990) and Minster et al. (1993) found that the spatial gradient of these geoid undulations can 

be as high as 2 x 10
-4

 across abrupt features such as ocean trenches,  ridges, and seamounts.   
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Here, a ± 1-km track drift from nominal by the SV across such a feature would result in a 

sampled geoid profile height difference of approximately 20 centimeters!  While the geoid height 

models have been integrated into the latest GDRs of T/P and Jason-1, resolution is extremely 

course (approximately 50-km) and not of adequate resolution to resolve the ± 1-km track drift.  

Instead, the MSS is used for the creation of SLA time series (to be discussed in Chapter 3).  The 

MSS represents the position of the ocean surface after removal of annual, semiannual, and 

seasonal effects by ensemble averaging over a period of time (Guman, 1997).  The MSS model 

within the T/P and Jason-1 GDRs was created by averaging SSH measurements from ERS-1, 

ERS-2, and GEOSAT missions. 

Figure 2.5:  Geoid height as distributed along Earth’s surface area. 
Tapley et al., 1997 
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2.11.2  Inverse Barometer 

Another geophysical adjustment made is due to the response of the sea surface to atmospheric 

pressure loading (hbarom), and termed the inverse barometer effect (hbarom).  This is a correction 

applied to the sea surface to account for the inverse relationship between atmospheric pressure 

and the hydrostatic response at the interface.  The sea surface will respond by falling due to an 

increase in atmospheric pressure and rising upon abatement (Wunsch and Stammer, 1997).  The 

inverse barometer effect is a direct fallout of the hydrostatic equation known as Pascal’s Law 

which states the following relationship must be obeyed: 

  

  
 

  

  
                                                                     

The above equation could be simplified such that the difference in surface pressure at any point 

along Earth’s surface would be equivalent to the pressure exerted by the weight of water 

displaced.  In other words (AVISO 1996/2008 User Handbooks): 

       
   

   
  

           

   
                                           

2.11.3  Tidal Height 

The tidal models are subdivided into oceanic tides, solid earth tides, and pole tides which are 

governed by the gravitational fields originating from the sun and moon.  These tidal signals can 

create significant variation of the height of the sea surface and must be removed such that other 

oceanic signals, not related to periodic behavior, can emerge and be readily detected.  

Fortuitously, gravitational effects induced by heavenly bodies are well understood and follow 

fundamental scientific law.  Because of their spatial and temporal periodic nature, they are easily 

represented and decomposed by harmonic analysis (Doodson, 1921). 
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There are two distinct models for the ocean tides used by either T/P or Jason-1:  CSR3.0 and 

FES95.2.  The CSR3.0 model is purely hydrodynamic and based upon 2.4 years of T/P altimetric 

datasets in combination with the Grenoble model (Andersen et al., 1995).  The FES95.2 model 

combines the purely hydrodynamic model of CSR3.0 in combination with finite element 

modelling and raw satellite data.  However, both of these models are known to have significant 

deviation from sea truth.  Jason-1 also includes two geocentric models (i.e. comprised of ocean 

and solid earth harmonics, GOT00.2 and FES2004) within their latest GDRs.  It’s worth noting, a 

satellite altimeter will record both ocean and solid earth tidal motion, while a tide gauge can only 

resolve ocean tides due to it being in situ and moving with respect to the solid earth.  Because 

Jason-1’s models are geocentric, solid earth tides are already included within those model 

previously discussed.  T/P, however, has a distinct and separate solid earth tide model based upon 

work by Cartwright and Taylor (1971) and Cartwright and Edden (1980).  This model assumes 

instantaneous equilibrium with the gravitational force and the tidal height is always parallel to the 

equipotential surface and a constant proportionality is always assumed. 

The pole tide is the last component of htidal and caused by perturbations about Earth’s nominal 

rotation axis.  Observations place the period of duration for pole tides between 12 and 14 months 

but mostly concentrated at a period of 433 days (Wahr, 1981).  Computations of the pole tide are 

relatively straight forward and dependent upon position along the Earth’s surface (i.e. latitude and 

longitude).  For both T/P and Jason-1, the determination of this value is based upon theory and 

empirical modelling developed by Wahr.  The Jason-1 pole tide expands upon the model 

proposed by Wahr but with additional input from Cartwright and Taylor. 
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2.12 GPS Overview 

The Global Positioning System (GPS) system sprang from United States military necessity.  In 

the early 1960s, the Department of Defense (DOD) was interested in developing a system capable 

of providing satellite-based, precise and continuous, three-dimensional position information to 

select users anywhere around the globe.  The system has met and exceeded those initial mandates 

with the added benefit of providing precise (pseudo-atomic) time and velocity information to an 

unlimited number of users worldwide.  This is accomplished by its both active and passive design 

in which the receiver georeferences user position by triangulation of orbiting satellites. 

It was the National Geodetic Survey (NGS) that sought to utilize the already developed GPS 

program as a means to provide a technological upgrade in meeting its mandate of providing civil 

access to the National Spatial Reference System (NSRS).  This required that a user be able to use 

this network of satellites to determine its geodetic latitude, longitude, and elevation.  As a means 

of meeting this requirement, a network of Continuously Operating Reference Stations (CORS) 

was installed across the continental United States (Zilloski et al., 2001/2003; Figure 2.6). 

This network of CORS stations extends beyond its direct and immediate use within this 

investigation.  Some of these extended capabilities include the Federal Aviation Administration’s 

(FAA) Wide Area Augmentation System (WAAS) which provides enhanced navigation 

capabilities to aircraft.  In addition, it is actively used by the Coast Guard and was the initiator in 

its development as a means of countering intentional signal degradation due to selective 

availability (Kaplan and Hegarty, 2006).  Because of its many applications and uses, this network 

of GPS stations has grown substantially since its inception beginning in the late 20
th
 century.  

Currently, there are more than 1500 stations within the continental United States, Alaska, Hawaii, 

and territories with this number growing at approximately fifteen new sites per month (Snay and 

Soler, 2008).  This does not include the international community that actively uses the Global 
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Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) network in a near unlimited number of ways. 

This method is susceptible to the same signal delay concerns as other methods dependent upon 

electromagnetic signal propagation through Earth’s atmosphere.  As a means of rectification, GPS 

utilizes the dual-band approach, the same as for radar altimetry (Musman et al., 1997; Mohino et 

al., 2007).  This provides a means to resolve propagation delay through dispersive mediums such 

as the ionosphere.  Similar techniques are also employed as for radar altimetry in calculation of 

tropospheric delay by knowing surface pressure.    Resolving water vapor content is not possible 

by the same method employed by radar altimetry due to the position of the receiver and lack of 

onboard radiometer.  However, the differential GPS (DGPS) method offers significant increases 

in positional accuracy than could ever be achieved with a single antenna.  By combination of 

three CORS reference stations, the receiver can directly resolve its own observational errors 

Figure 2.6:  The CORS network across the continental United States. 
Courtesy National Geodetic Survey (2012) 
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(clock, atmospheric, or otherwise) due to the reference stations already knowing their own 

geographic position precisely.  Because the error is locally uniform, the correction determined 

from the CORS stations can then be regionally applied to other receivers with initially unknown 

surface positions (Stone, 2006). 

2.13 Tide Gauges Overview 

Tide gauges are unique in their ability to assess both crustal deformation and sea-level change 

simultaneously (Pattullo, 1955).  The mechanism operates in a fairly straightforward manner in 

which the sea surface is measured instantaneously with respect to a benchmark (Figure 2.7).  

However, it is precisely this ability to assess both sea-level change and crustal deformation—but 

without the capability of being able to distinguish the two—that is simultaneously its blessing and 

its curse. This setback is resolved by integration of this method with others that can geocentrically 

asses elevation change of either land or sea.  Due to the coastal positioning of tide gauges, GPS 

can be readily co-located and integrated with them, and are the preferred method for 

decomposition of RSL (Vestøl, 2006). 

Alternatively, radar altimetry can also provide a level of insight into the tide gauge signal by 

providing information about ASL rise or fall within the vicinity of tide gauges.  Due to coastal 

contamination of the altimetric signal, in addition to the methods low spatial resolution caused by 

wide groundtrack spacing, the utilization of altimetry as a means of decomposition will continue 

to need further development and refinement.  Unfortunately, GPS stations have not yet been 

integrated with tide gauges on a wide scale and, therefore, radar altimetry is still commonly used 

as a decomposition mechanism.   A caveat, however, is that decomposition by radar altimetry 

often involves the questionable assumption of spatial invariance of ASL change—an assumption 

that this research readily invalidates. 
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Tide gauges also suffer another drawback worth mentioning—that being their spatial distribution.  

This has been problematic due to their placement in support of the maritime industry which is 

often suboptimal for scientific investigation.   As a result, they are often concentrated near major 

shipping routes and channel inlets which correspond to very similar geographic feature types—

those being bays, harbors, river deltas, and channel inlets (Douglas, 2001).  Spectral 

decomposition of the tide gauge time series (presented in Chapter 4) by Fourier analysis reveals 

very interesting information in regards to those tide gauges located within constricted waterways.  

In addition, some of the older records are known to be susceptible to quality control issues due to 

improper maintenance associated with calibration, instrument drift, and frequent datum resets. 

2.14 Borehole Extensometers Overview 

The borehole extensometers are the final method that will be covered for this investigation.  They 

have limited distribution along the northern Gulf Coast and are relegated to the Houston and 

Galveston area (Epps and Khan, 2014). Installed by the USGS in the 1970s, they served as an in 

situ mechanism for direct assessment of both shallow and deep subsidence.  Figure 2.8 gives a 

layout schematic for how the measurement at the surface is made with respect to an assumed 

stationary reference point below. 

The measurement is made by the assemblage of two interconnected pipes in which one of the 

pipes remains motionless with its base embedded within a concrete plug beneath the lowest 

compacting strata.  The other is allowed freedom of motion such that the relative changes 

between the pipes can be readily observed by a meter at the surface (Zilkoski, 2001/2003; HGSD 

2013).  This method’s ability to measure absolute subsidence is predicated on the assumption that 

the datum by which the measurement is made is in fact stationary.  If this assumption is  
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invalidated, the mechanism will not be able to correctly measure elevation changes (subsidence or 

uplift) at the surface that are occurring due to a nonstationary reference.  Co-location with GPS 

stations offers a means of checking the validity of the assumption of immobility of the datum, or 

benchmark.   This has indeed been implemented for some of these stations.  From Figure 2.8, it 

can be seen that there are two types of extensometers that are commonly installed together.  The 

shallow extensometer is used to measure compaction largely attributed to anthropogenic activity 

Figure 2.8:  Extensometer schematic. 
Galloway et al., 1999 
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such as fluid withdrawal while the deep extensometer is assumed to measure total subsidence 

comprising both anthropogenic and natural, deep-seated processes. 

2.15 Conclusion 

This section serves as a summary for what has been presented thus far in Chapter 2.  InSAR, 

radar altimetry, and GPS have limitations associated with solution accuracy.  This is primarily 

due to limits induced by uncertainties (atmospheric, biases, etc.) attributed to the acquisition 

process.  At the same time, these methods allow for the unprecedented capability to gather vast 

quantities of data covering the entire Earth within a short frame of time.  Due to their in situ 

positioning, ground truth offers higher precision and accuracy in their measurement of elevation 

change but are prone to spatial fidelity issues and concerns.  Either of these approaches presents a 

dilemma due to their own limitations.  In other words, there is a trade-off between the ability to 

gather vast amount of semiprecise data covering large geographic areas, versus the alternative of 

being able to acquire data at a specific position with higher precision.  By combining remotely 

sensed data with ground truth they compensate for these limitations, reinforce solutions, and 

strengthen the conviction of results. 

The following chapter establishes the necessary bridge between the scientific theory presented 

here with the end product of this research—that being the creation of velocity maps and time 

series for secular trend analysis.  This will begin with the acquisition of the raw data, any and all 

conditions and options that were imposed on this data, in order to producing the final result.  The 

processing steps are significantly more important for InSAR, radar altimetry, and GPS due to a 

more complicated data reduction procedure which can affect final results.  Where applicable, 

some aspects of the theory established here will be used as reference in order to provide insight 

into the data reduction sequence.
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3. METHODOLOGY AND DATA REDUCTION 
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3.1 Synopsis 

The previous chapters introduced the problems associated with land subsidence and sea-level rise 

occurring along the northern shore of the GOM.  This included a brief review of its historical 

beginning up until present-day observation.  In addition, similar types of research utilizing an 

integrated approach were also reviewed in order to give some insight into how these methods 

have been successfully used before and how they will be applicable to this investigation.  Chapter 

2 presented the theory in regards to how each of these methods assesses elevation change at 

Earth’s surface.  What has been apparent thus far is that each of these methods suffers from 

limitations and drawbacks that make their singular usage incapable of simultaneously providing 

both high spatial fidelity and accuracy.  What has been realized is, that by combination and 

integration of these methods with each other, their singular limitations can be overcome and the 

best possibilities realized. 

This chapter serves an essential function in that it is the continuity between the theoretical aspects 

of the previous chapter and the final results produced in the chapter hereafter.  While the previous 

chapter did provide the theory and technical basis behind each method, it did not provide the 

overall methodology or rationale that this investigation has taken as a means of meeting its 

objective criteria.  Nor did it present the specific procedure in regards to how raw data is reduced 

to its final form.  For InSAR and radar altimetry, this is of special importance due to the relatively 

large impact made by the approach taken and software utilized (in addition to options selected) 

which can impact the final results and their interpretation.  This becomes less of an issue for the 

ground truth methods due to a much more straightforward processing scheme.  Upon discussion 

of methodology and procedure for each method, this chapter will conclude by briefly introducing 

the entire range of data (velocity maps and time series) without integration in preparation for 

what is to come in Chapter 4. 
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3.2 Processing Overview 

Before introducing the methodology and data reduction procedure, it’s worth reiterating that the 

processes presented here represent the approach taken for this particular investigation.  There are 

many different software packages that are capable of producing the same or similar types of 

results as shown here and the processing scheme may differ.  Further, the reduction sequence (at 

least the initial parts) will be dependent upon the data’s level of initial offering (i.e. product 

level).  This is especially true for InSAR and radar altimetry.  Typically, higher level products 

(level 1 and above) are imported into the working environment and will most likely require 

further conditioning while level 0 products (i.e. raw), are as directly acquired by the sensor.  

Level 0 products are often advantageous due to the much smaller file size and have also not been 

conditioned in ways the researcher may not be familiar with.  It was initially attempted to 

integrate processing into what is now Chapter 2 or Chapter 4 but, due to the complexity 

(especially for InSAR, radar altimetry, and GPS), it was decided that it warranted its own chapter. 

For each assessment technique, there were varying steps involved in either producing the velocity 

maps and/or constructing the time series for secular trend analysis.  The following sections 

introduce the processing steps, if applicable, for each of these methods beginning with the most 

complex (radar interferometry) to the simplest (ground truth).  In the simplest cases, the data was 

already tabulated in a format that allowed for direct importation into numerical analysis software 

such as Matlab or Excel.  For InSAR, radar altimetry, and to an extent GPS, data was obtained in 

a raw or near raw format and required some level of  processing in order to produce its final form.  

Each method, and its associated software, is briefly summarized and will be expanded upon 

accordingly within its dedicated section.  The processing steps are now briefly summarized with 

the belief that data reduction procedure for each method will become clearer upon reaching each 

methods respective section. 
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 Radar interferometry (InSAR):  Processing software:  SARscape®.  Initial product:  

Raw (level 0) sensor data products.  Final product:  Velocity Maps.  Significant 

processing involved. 

 Radar altimetry:  Processing software:  Basic Radar Altimetry Toolbox (BRAT).  Initial 

product:  Latest version (version C) of Geophysical Data Records (GDRs).  Final 

product:  Sea-level Anomaly (SLA) time series for ASL secular trend analysis.  Moderate 

processing involved. 

 Differential GPS (DGPS):  Processing software:  Online Positioning User Service 

(OPUS).  Initial product:  Receiver observation files (Raw or Rinex format).  Final 

product:  Ellipsoid height (i.e. elevation above reference ellipsoid) for secular trend 

analysis.  Minimal processing (i.e. mainly automated by OPUS).  Requires observation 

files to be downloaded from NGS or UNAVCO data repositories. 

 Tide gauges:  Processing software:  None (elevation data directly downloaded from 

National Ocean Service CO-OPS website).  Initial product:  Monthly mean sea-level 

(MSL) observations.  Final product:  Time series for RSL secular trend analysis.  Data 

directly imported into Matlab and Excel for further analysis.  Fourier (periodogram) 

analysis performed on the monthly time series for identification of annual, semiannual 

and seasonal periodic energy. 

 Extensometers:  Processing software:  None (compaction data recorded and 

disseminated by USGS).  Initial product:  Monthly compaction measurement data.  Final 

product:  Time series for secular trend analysis.  Data disseminated by USGS and 

imported into Excel and trends calculated over an observation interval. 
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3.3  InSAR:  SARscape® Overview 

The software that was selected for the processing of raw (level 0) data is an extension of ENVI 

(Environment for Visualizing Images) which is a complete image processing software package.  

Included are tools for spectral analysis, geometric corrections, terrain analysis, radar analysis, and 

raster and vector GIS.  SARscape is a modular set of functions dedicated to the processing of 

spaceborne SAR data derived from EO satellites with interferometric capabilities.  SARscape 

consists of seven modules which can be broken down as follows: 

 Basic:  Data importation (level 1 and above), multi-looking, coregistration, coherence, 

geocoding, radiometric calibration and normalization, segmentation and mosaicking. 

 Focusing:  Receives as input raw (level 0) sensor data and returns single-look complex 

(SLC) product as output via utilization of the phase preserving ω-k processor. 

 Gamma and Gaussian filter:  Used primarily for the reduction of radiometric speckle. 

 Interferometry:  Supports processing of 2-pass, 3-pass, and 4-pass interferometry for 

creation of coherence, topographic (DEMs), displacement, and velocity maps. 

 ScanSAR interferometry (InSAR and DInSAR):  Extends the above interferometry 

module to raw sensor products acquired in the ScanSAR mode for areas up to 400 x 400 

km
2
.  Outputs are similar to that of the interferometry module. 

 Polarimetric interferometry (POISAR and PollnSAR):  Supports processing of 

polarimetric (HH and VV) sensor acquired data. 

 Persistent scatters (PS):  Enables millimeter scale displacement and velocity map 

modelling by interferometric stacking of SAR scenes. 

This investigation made exclusive use of all of the above SARscape modules except for ScanSAR 

and POISAR due to lack of data acquired by the sensor in those configurations.  SARscape offers 

some advantages over competing products.  Many of the operations are handled in an automatic 
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manner once datasets have been coregistered and only require input and selection of the 

processing parameters.  Other noteworthy aspects applicable to the reduction sequence are: 

 1-step interferogram and coherence map generation. 

 1-step processing initialization for n-pass interferometry. 

 Manual selection of GCPs (ground control points). 

 Many options for cartographic reference systems provided for the geocoding of final 

products. 

 Automatic DEM extraction for area of interest (AOI) based upon single-look or multi-

looked data products.  Will handle radar coordinates.  Multiple offerings of DEM 

extractions which included:  SRTM-3/4, ICE, ACE, and RAMP. 

 Ground control point (GCP) selection handled in an automatic fashion.  Mandatory for 

2
nd

 phase interferometric processing chain (mainly refining and reflattening), phase to 

height displacement and velocity map conversion, and geocoding. 

 Batch processing for sequential execution of jobs at a later time. 

 Multiple processing schemes (i.e. default values) allowed for processing in different 

environments (i.e. poor coherence, mostly water scenes, sensor degradation, etc.). 

 Many options available within the basic module for product transformation (gain, offset, 

dark subtraction, etc.). 

 Seamless integration with ArcGIS and other raster and vector GIS platforms.  Final 

products could be either directly imported into ArcGIS or converted to standard formats 

(ERDAS IMAGINE, GeoTIFF, etc.). 

The above is not meant to be comprehensively representative of all functions.  Instead it 

represents many of the aspects of SARscape that this investigation either found particularly useful 

or were extensively used in creation of the final products (i.e. velocity maps). 
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3.4 Interferometry Processing Overview 

3.4.1 Data Acquisition 

Raw (level 0) sensor data was initially acquired through data repositories originating from EO 

satellites ERS-1, ERS-2, and Envisat.  The SAR data at these archives was selected based upon 

geographic coincidence with this research’s AOI—that being the previously defined regions 

along the northern shore of the GOM.  While the 4-pass interferometry method handles 

processing and output of the final displacement and velocity maps in an automatic manner, this 

research will cover the intermediate steps that are executed “behind the scenes.”  In that regard, 

the procedure details the manual processing chain that is typically required for 2-pass 

interferometry.  The major distinction between this and higher levels such as 3-pass and 4-pass 

interferometry is the execution of the 2-pass interferometry sequence twice but with some 

additional processing steps related to the “merging” of flattened interferometric pairs. 

Before the general procedure shown in Figure 3.1 was initiated, default directories were assigned 

for the working data (interim data used for processing only) which included the output 

directories.  Preferences were then set which included assignment of default values related to 

processing options beginning with coregistration, filtering, flattening, and displacement or 

velocity map modelling.  In some cases, acquisition geometries between potential master and 

slave pairs was not known upon downloading from data repositories.  In that case, it was 

necessary to first focus the data via the ω-k processor (module 2) in order to check for potential 

interferogram suitability.  Focusing of raw (level 0) data always utilized precise ephemeride 

information irrespective of whether it was required or not.   For both ERS-1 and ERS-2 raw data 

in CEOS (Committee on Earth Observation Satellites) format, precise orbital data is not required.  

However, Envisat data acquired in advanced SAR (ASAR) mode required input of the precise 

orbital data before conversion to single look complex (SLC) data (ESA, 2014). 
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Figure 3.1:  InSAR data reduction sequence. 
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3.4.2 Suitability 

Upon focusing the raw data, acquisition geometries were checked.  This was accomplished by 

inspection of the following contained within the 4
th
 module related to interferometry: 

 Normal baselines did not exceed ½ the critical baseline.  For ERS-1, ERS-2, and Envisat 

data, the critical baseline was approximately 950-m.  The value is calculated by the 

following formula (SARmap, 2009): 

      
       

   
 

λ - radiation wavelength 

R - range distance 

Rr - pixel spacing in range direction 

θ - incidence look angle 

 The Doppler centroid did not exceed ½ the critical Doppler centroid.  For ERS-1, ERS-2, 

and Envisat data, this value was approximately 1650 Hz.  This criterion became of 

special interest and importance after January 2001 for ERS-2 data in which one of the 

onboard gyros was lost and resulted in significant data degradation. 

 Ambiguity height.  This was the height difference corresponding to an interferometric 

fringe.  The higher this value, the less capable of resolving small changes in topography 

and of direction relation to displacement or velocity map modelling. 

If the above thresholds were not exceeded, the pair was considered for interferometry.  As much 

as possible, the considerations listed within Section 2.7 in regards to coherence considerations 

were applied for those cases where data repositories had an ample selection of SAR scenes. In 

many cases, however, upon checking the normal baselines and Doppler centroids, few (if any) 
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remained as suitable candidates for interferometry.  This was especially applicable to SAR data 

acquired within Region 1. 

Assuming interferogram suitability, multi-looking followed for the scene that was selected as 

master for the first pair.  SARscape velocity modelling is sensitive to the sequence and selection 

of master and slave pairs.  In that regard, the forward sense of elapsed time (temporally speaking) 

required input where the first master and slave pair occurred before the second master and slave 

pair.  This general approach was violated in those particular cases where the first master and slave 

pair were deemed to be of substantially inferior quality in regards to the suitability criteria 

(normal baseline, Doppler centroid, and ambiguity height).  If this was the case, the sequence of 

master and slave pairs was reversed.  If this approach was taken, velocity map results were 

inverted in order to temporally reverse the geocoded velocity map results such that they be 

consistent with the forward progression of time. 

3.4.3 DEM Extraction 

Upon focusing raw data into SLC and finding suitable interferometric pairs, extraction of a DEM 

followed.  The basic tools module within SARscape handles DEM extraction in a fairly automatic 

and straightforward manner.  For this investigation, Shuttle Radar Terrain Mission (SRTM-4) 

version tile sets of 5°x5° (6000 x 6000 pixels) were downloaded from xftp.jrc.it and then 

mosaicked to cover the geographic area coinciding with the illuminated terrain.  SARscape also 

allows the option for cartographic coordinates to be entered manually, tile sets downloaded, and 

then mosaicked.  SRTM-4 offers an improvement over SRTM-3 due to raster void filling.  The 

DEM is technically not required for 4-pass interferometry but was entered as an auditing 

mechanism and for coordinate system definition.  In addition, input of a DEM is useful for 

correction of the SAR master acquisition.  The cartographic reference system selected for all 
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DEM’s (and therefore the output velocity maps) was the World Geodetic System of 1984 (WGS-

1984). 

3.4.4 Velocity Map Generation 

The last pre-processing step was the selection of the ground control points (GCPs).  This is a 

mandatory entry for the second phase of the 4-pass interferometry process related to 

interferogram flattening.  Specifically, this removes those phase contributions made by the 

reference surface and topographic height as discussed in Section 2.5.  Upon this removal, the 

interferometric phase,  flat is produced.  This phase value is then converted directly into a 

displacement or velocity value which is then geocoded onto a map projection.  As stated, the 

calculation of  flat was carried out in two parts: 

1.) The first part was responsible for “standard outputs” related to interferogram generation 

for each master and slave pair.  This included outputs for the interferogram, coherence 

map, and the unwrapped phases without refinement or reflattening. 

2.) The second part, took the orbital GCPs as input in combination of the unwrapped phases 

(still in radar coordinates), in order to produce  flat.  Depending upon the model selected 

(linear, step, or “no model”), the resulting geocoded velocity (linear model), 

displacement (step and no model), and topographic height (all three models) is outputted.  

Pseudo geocoded velocity maps could still be generated with the first module if the latter 

two models was selected by division of the displacement by the mean elapsed between 

master and slave pairs (SARmap 2009, personal communication). 
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3.5  Velocity Map Overview 

This investigation produced a total of twelve (12) velocity maps from EO satellites ERS-1, ERS-

2, and Envisat.  This was broken down into three (3) velocity maps along track 212 and frame 

3015 for the first region, and the remaining nine (9) velocity maps produced along tracks 40, 83, 

and 312 and also between frames 2997-3015.  While it was desired to create more velocity maps 

for the first region, adequate interferometric quality radar coverage simply did not exist for 

reasons already discussed.  The intermediate areas, namely those near the city of Port Arthur, did 

not have sufficient SAR data for interferometry.  Secular trends pertaining to ground truth 

stations located there were built however.  This intermediate region will be shown at the end of 

this chapter and at the beginning of Chapter 4 before introduction of the velocity maps. 

Key statistical information regarding each velocity map is listed in tables within Table 3.1.  

Included there are those parameters deemed most useful in regards to data integrity and other 

qualitative considerations.   Some of those key parameters include:  the acquired track and frame, 

master and slave acquisition dates, perpendicular baselines, Doppler centroids, mean scene 

coherences, and mean scene velocities.  This table is by no means intended to comprehensively 

cover the data reduction sequence, nor is it intended to be representative of all parameters 

selected during the processing chain.  Instead it simply serves as a means of providing qualitative 

information that may be useful in regards to the final interpretation and adjudication of velocity 

map “truthfulness.”   These velocity maps are now briefly reviewed in order to give additional 

levels of insight into their formation (and which may not be readily apparent from the data table 

within Appendix E) and any anomalies and abnormalities encountered during the data reduction 

sequence.  These twelve velocity maps are displayed in the following chapter but will be 

discussed here only in regards to qualitative considerations possibly affecting produced results 

and their interpretation. 
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The step that had the ability to impact the end product the most, from a visual standpoint, was the 

unwrapping scheme.  Several algorithms exist (branch-cuts, regions grow, minimum cost flow, 

minimum least squares, multi-baseline, etc.) that will offer up results that are often only slightly 

different but, at other times, can differ substantially.  SARscape offers two of these algorithms to 

the user for unwrapping—namely, the region grow (RG) and minimum cost flow (MCF) 

algorithms.  The RG algorithm is the default for most of the situations encountered and will work 

well for those instances where coherence stays consistently above 0.15.  In situations where 

coherence values cannot be maintained above this threshold, the MCF algorithm can be used but 

has a substantially longer processing time and with the added side effect of filtering out short-

wavelength velocity features.  Unless otherwise noted, the algorithm selected for unwrapping was 

the RG algorithm. 

3.5.1 Qualitative Considerations 

The first velocity map (VM1) was formed in a straightforward manner along T212/F3015.  The 

differences in coherence between pairs (Figure 3.2) is evident and due to only a 1-day temporal 

offset between M2/S2 (March 29, 1999 and March 30, 1999).  The second velocity map was 

formed by combination of ERS-2 and Envisat data.  Under normal circumstances, combination of 

SAR data between these two satellites is not possible due to incompatible radiation wavelengths 

in 2-pass and 3-pass interferometry.  However, for 4-pass interferometry, there is no “data 

mixing” between pairs (i.e. M1/S1 were wholly ERS-2 data, and M2/S2 were wholly Envisat 

data; SARmap personal communication).  The third velocity map was created solely with Envisat 

data between the years of 2008 and 2011.  The MCF algorithm was used due to visual 

inconsistencies produced by the RG algorithm within the far shore vicinity of Trinity Bay. 

The velocity maps produced for the second region began west of New Orleans (VM4).  Because 

the illuminated terrain encompasses more rural areas, scene coherence was poor and the MCF  
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algorithm was selected for unwrapping.  The long-wavelength linear effect trending from the 

northwest to the southeast was thought initially to be an embedded phase ramp that persisted 

beyond the refinement and reflattening step discussed in Section 3.3.  However, the direction is 

inconsistent with the satellite look direction (i.e. only eastward with no north/south component) 

and therefore deemed real.  Velocity maps VM5 and VM6 were created from ERS-1/2 data and 

span the years between 1992/98 and 1998/2005 respectively.  Both are replete with phase jumps 

north of Lake Pontchartrain which become progressively stronger upon moving towards Baton 

Figure 3.3: Velocity Map 7 (VM7) centered over the city of 
New Orleans within the ENVI working environment. 
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Rouge, Louisiana.  This is likely attributed to extensive faulting within the area or to localized 

areas where phase continuity has been lost due to poor coherence.  The unusual visual display 

(Figure 3.3) become more apparent upon inspection of VM7 which was derived from Envisat 

SAR data between the years of 2005 and 2008. 

The remaining “family” of velocity maps (VM8-VM12) are derived from ERS-1/2 and Envisat 

data and span the years of 1992 through 2008.  All were taken along track 40 and spanning frame 

2997-3015.  These maps image the Mississippi Delta region which is the area immediately east 

and southeast of the city of New Orleans.  The data degradation issues of ERS-2 occurring post-

Figure 3.4: Coherence transect along the Mississippi River delta 
(radar coordinates). 
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January 2001 are apparent for those velocity maps created from this data (VM9 and VM12) and 

results are somewhat suspect as evidenced by the high Doppler centroids reported within the data 

statistics tables in Appendix E (~500 Hz for M2/S2).  Of some concern was the unwrapping along 

the peninsula (Figure 3.4) due to the delta’s spatial constriction (VM8-VM10).  However, 

excluding those maps utilizing degraded ERS-2 data, coherence transects spanning this area 

showed values stayed consistently between 0.2 and 0.3 which gives confidence to the final 

product. 

3.6 Radar Altimetry:  BRAT Overview 

This investigation exclusively utilized the Basic Radar Altimetry Toolbox (BRAT) software for 

the ingestion and processing of altimetric datasets.  This software, developed by the European 

Space Agency (ESA), is a collection of tools designed to handle the processing of datasets 

originating from T/P and Jason-1 satellites in addition to other EO satellites equipped with 

onboard altimeters.  It can be downloaded directly from the BRAT/ESA website or by acquiring a 

distribution CD through ESA.  Installation files are available for Windows OS, Linux, and Mac 

OS X and program installation follows in a straightforward manner.  

This software is comprised of both a graphical user interface (GUI) and command line tools 

depending upon the level of user abstraction and functionality desired.  It’s capable of interfacing 

with external software packages for extended functionality such as Matlab, Fortran, IDL, or C.  

The BRAT GUI is further broken down into BratGui (the main BRAT application) which allows 

for the user to sequentially create and manage workspaces, datasets, operations, and views.  

BratDisplay is the visualization component of BratGui with data primarily derived from view 

outputs of BratGui.  BratScheduler, the final component of BRAT, allows for delayed execution 

and batch processing of jobs.  This is particularly useful since BratGui does not have full 
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functionality of the console and cannot process multiple datasets, as can be done in the console 

work environment.  This can still be accomplished in a semiautomatic fashion through the 

scheduler for those not wishing to delve into the intricacies of the console and command line 

processing. 

3.6.1 Software Capabilities 

 Data Import and Quick Look:  Handles data extraction from standard formats (SDRs, 

iGDRs [interim GDR’s lacking precise ephemeride data], and GDRs). 

 Data Export:  Outputs data in a variety of formats from ASCII text files, GeoTiff & 

Google Earth, and raster images (.png, .jpeg, .bmp, .tiff). 

 Statistics:  Statistical information originating from the datasets and/or operations 

performed upon it. 

 Combinations:  Supports basic and advanced mathematical operations and formulas.  

Expressions can be saved globally for application to different datasets. 

 Resampling:  Supports interpolation functions (under sampling and oversampling of data) 

on datasets and data binning operations. 

 Data Editing:  Allows for selection of data meeting certain criteria and conditions by 

utilization of logical operators. 

 Exchanges:  Allows for export and exchange of data editing conditions and combinations 

between multiple users. 

 Data Visualization:  Allows for the easy visualization of data after operations have been 

performed. 
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3.7 Radar Altimetry:  Approach Methodology 

Merged geophysical data records (GDRs) were acquired from the Jet Propulsion Laboratory 

(JPL) Physical Oceanography Distributed Active Archive Center (PO.DAAC) data repository for 

both T/P and Jason-1 satellite missions.  This data is also mirrored within the French altimetry 

data archive center AVISO.  Both the T/P and Jason-1 missions were jointly conducted by the 

National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and the French Space Agency CNES.  

Generally speaking, the data within each of these archives could be classified as belonging to 

either of the following categories: 

 Telemetry Data 

 Sensor Data Records (SDRs) 

 Geophysical Data Records (GDRs) 

This research has exclusively used the latest GDRs for construction of local time series in order to 

determine absolute sea level (ASL) change within the northern GOM.  Specifically, this 

corresponded to version C, merged GDR products for both T/P and Jason-1.  Data can be 

accessed either directly via the website or anonymous ftp login but must be downloaded 

individually if done through the website.  Because of the total file size required for the entire 

GDRs spanning both satellite missions, bulk downloading via ftp access was the mechanism 

employed.  In regards to data dissemination and format, the GDR filenames are subcategorized 

intuitively by cycle and pass number.   This allows individual files sizes to stay manageable while 

allowing only select data to be downloaded corresponding specifically to the AOI and time span 

of interest. 
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3.7.1 Altimetry AOI 

The altimetry AOI was extended beyond the nearshore environment of the northern GOM.  While 

construction of time series would seem ideal within these regions, it ultimately could not be done.   

Coastal contamination and waveform corruption issues are caused by the vastly different 

dielectric response between land and sea and those transitional and intermediate regions further 

removed.   In addition, the onboard altimeter and waveform tracking algorithms have been 

calibrated for the majority of ocean topography encountered throughout its mission (i.e. mainly 

those related to acquisitions over deep water).  The state of the sea surface, as governed by ocean 

wave mechanics, is known to be at least partially a function of bathymetric depth and therefore 

would introduce a bias in range to the ocean surface when considering shallow versus deep water 

measurements.  Widening the geographic region for analysis has its own benefits beyond those 

directly related to SSH contamination.  The confidence interval about a secular trend is largely 

affected by the total number of observations or measurement points.  By extending the altimetry 

AOI beyond the nearshore region, more data points could ultimately be acquired and a tighter 

confidence interval achieved about the calculated trend. 

One of the primary objectives of this investigation was to build both local and regional time series 

that would provide insight into the spatial pattern and variation of ASL change throughout the 

northern GOM.  This research has not assumed spatial invariance of the sea-level velocity profile 

as is often done for simplification in the decomposition of RSL values recorded at tide gauges.  If 

anything, this research invalidates that assumption completely (as to be discussed in Chapter 4). 

The altimetric AOI corresponded to the oceanic region bounded by the northern half of the GOM 

(Figure 3.5). This regions perimeter was defined by the eastern shore of Mexico (to the west), the 

southern states of Texas, Louisiana, Alabama, and Mississippi (to the north), and  
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the western coast of Florida (to the east).  The southern boundary selected was the latitude marker 

corresponding to 25° North latitude which passes approximately through the southern tip of 

Florida. 

3.7.2 Orbital Considerations 

Both T/P and Jason-1 had identical nominal orbital configurations with approximately a 10-day 

repeat period per cycle (9.9156 days) and 127 revolutions per cycle.  This can be further broken 

down into 127 ascending (odd numbered) and 127 descending (even numbered) passes for a total 

of 254 ascending and descending passes.  For this investigation, all available cycles were 

downloaded from JPL’s EO data repository PO.DAAC which corresponded to cycles 1 through 

481 for T/P (1992-2005) and cycles 1 through 374 for Jason-1 (2001-2012).  Of these 254 pass 

numbers, a subset was selected based upon geographic coincidence with the bounded analysis 

area described above.  Specifically, those pass numbers intersecting (based upon nominal 

groundtracks position) the defined AOI corresponded to the following twelve pass numbers:  015, 

026, 041, 052, 091, 117, 128, 167, 193, 204, and 230 which are thusly marked in Figure 3.5. 

Interleaving 

Both T/P and Jason-1 satellites underwent orbital repositioning maneuvers near the end of 

mission life and after commissioning and operational establishment of the successor satellite.  

Specifically, this involved a shifting of the nominal groundtrack westward to be midway between 

the original groundtrack spacing.  This was done for T/P upon launch of Jason-1 and was then 

performed on Jason-1 after establishment of its successor—Jason-2.  The following major events 

are worth noting: 

1. January 15, 2002 — Jason-1 launches from Vandenburgh AFB into identical orbit as that 

of T/P but approximately 72 seconds ahead. 
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2. August 15, 2002 — T/P begins westward drift (TDW) into new groundtrack, midway 

between previous groundtrack spacing. 

3. September 16, 2002 — T/P established in new orbital interleaved configuration called 

Tandem Mission (TDM). 

4. August 13, 2005 — T/P ends data collection. 

5. January 26, 2009—Jason-1 begins maneuvering to its new groundtrack position.  

Altimeter turned off and no data collection occurs. 

6. February 10, 2009—Jason-1 altimeter turned on but still maneuvering. 

7. February 14, 2009—Jason-1 completes transition to new groundtrack. 

The period of time between events one and four, with respect to cycle numbers, corresponded to 

cycles 344 through 481 for T/P and between cycles 1 through 138 for Jason-1.  There is a 

constant 343 cycle offset between T/P and Jason-1 since both have identical orbital period.  These 

cycle numbers corresponded to the dates between the launch of Jason-1 (event 1 from above) and 

the end of data collection for the T/P mission (event 4 from above).   

One noteworthy aspect is that the pass number assignment did not change after orbital 

interleaving and TDM.  This issue is of relevance in regards to the local time series which were 

created on the basis of measurements having identical pass numbers.  As a result, the mean 

latitude and longitude position of SLA time series, as represented and shown in Figure 3.5, will 

be shifted westward—away from the nominal groundtrack path due to said orbital interleaving.  

In some cases, where track numbers are already near the coast (i.e. 041 and 102), the mean 

positions will remain along nominal because interleaving would move the groundtrack outside of 

the AOI or exclusively within the problematic nearshore environment and in violation of data 

editing criteria which were applied to the datasets. 
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3.8 Determination of ASL Secular Trends 

The secular trends that were constructed as a means of assessing local ASL rise (or fall) 

throughout the northern GOM follows the methodology proposed by Guman (1997).  This 

approach is effective in the removal of those periodic signals associated with geophysical 

corrections (as discussed in section 2.11) and those due to both along and cross-track sampling 

inconsistency (i.e. surface gradient error).  Specifically, any method utilized for determining local 

mean sea surface variation requires a reference surface that allows for spatial variance but 

exhibiting temporal invariance.  Ultimately, establishment of the reference surface by which any 

change in sea level is determined must be in accordance with prior measurement of that surface 

for those cases where the sea surface is sampled spatially and temporally inconsistently (Guman, 

1997). 

Establishment of the mean sea surface (MSS) as the reference surface, which is based upon 

averagings of prior measurements of this surface, allows for the previous condition to be satisfied.  

Specifically, local sea-level change is defined as: 

                                                                              

ΔSL(φ,λ) - the local sea-level variation referenced to the MSS model 

SSH(φ,λ) - the local sea-surface height measurement 

MSS(φ,λ) - the local MSS height 

(φ,λ)  - latitude and longitude of the measurement
 

Interpolation schemes must be adopted for those cases where SSH measurements have been made 

but the MSS has not been explicitly defined.  BRAT uses a spline interpolation algorithms which 

considers the actual measurement position which are then interpolated back along the nominal 

groundtrack (ESA, 2010). 
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3.8.1 GDR Elements 

The calculation of sea-level anomalies (SLAs) for the determination of secular trends followed in 

a straightforward and automated fashion.  Most of the quality control recommendations made in 

the BRAT user manual and T/P and Jason-1 handbooks were followed and applied to the datasets.  

As stated, this research processed all cycles available for download pertaining to the twelve 

passes intersecting the northern half of the GOM that was bounded in the fashion previously 

explained.  Examination of the data and header records within both the T/P and Jason-1 GDRs 

yielded those key elements that this investigation found useful for the creation of SLA time 

series.  Formulas for each satellite pertaining to the calculation of SSH, SLA, and data editing 

criteria are provided by default within the BRAT user environment and merely require selection 

of that formula as an output if so desired.  This research did not use the command line 

functionality of BRAT console so sequential, semiautomated runs were executed through the 

scheduler. 

This research exported those key elements (32 T/P data and header elements plus equations; 41 

Jason-1 data and header elements plus equations) that were deemed to be of most use to this 

investigation.  This included the obvious choices such as:  pass number, cycle number, 

measurement time, latitude, longitude, bathymetry, MSS, geoid height, data editing criteria, and 

formulas for SSH and SLA.  The x/y resolution was then set where the latitude was bounded 

between 25° and 31° North which, upon combination with the selected pass numbers, 

automatically corresponded to those measurements made within the defined AOI. The resolution 

was kept at the default setting of 1/3°.  The data were exported out of BRAT into an ASCII, tab-

delimited format which could then be easily imported into numerical analysis software such as 

Matlab or Excel for further processing. 
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3.8.2 Data Editing Criteria 

Upon concatenation of each output file from the scheduler, there were a total of 129,685 T/P 

records and 72,749 Jason-1 records.  This set of records was further reduced based upon the 

following three data editing criteria: 

1. Default values (DV) did not appear within the selected elements which would imply 

missing, flagged, or corrupted data. 

2. The default data editing criteria (as defined by BRAT for the respective satellite 

GDRs) was between 0.5 and 1.  This value (as are many within the GDRs) is 

interpolated.  Due to the relatively large number of records having values “other than 

1”, accepting a range of values here yielded more points for secular trend analysis 

without compromising solution integrity. 

3. The depth (as given by bathymetry) was at least 100-m and measurements are 

therefore restricted to deep water.  This number was significantly smaller than 

recommended within the user handbooks (1000-m depth was the recommended 

threshold) but was reduced with no adverse effects noted due to the already high 

number of records omitted. 

Application of the above filtering criteria reduced the number of records from the above quoted to 

49,664 T/P records and 35,521 Jason-1 records.  The majority of those eliminated were due to 

violation of the first and third criteria.  The depth condition was violated once in order to build a 

time series within the nearshore region of Galveston along pass 052 and is asterisked (*052) due 

to results that correlated strongly with ground truth located there. 
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3.8.3 Quantification 

Calculation of secular trends followed and required a regression analysis in order to produce the 

trend and a T-test in order to determine the confidence interval (Appendix H).  The regional time 

series plots were created simply by plotting the remaining data (split by originating satellite) after 

application of the above three conditions.  The local, offshore time series were created by filtering 

the regional dataset by pass number and latitude.  Specifically, this involved creating a data 

subset in which the nearest two 1/3° increments from the coast was extracted and the same 

methodology stated above (regression analysis and T-test) was reapplied.  While the mean 

position of these data points was further removed from the coast than simply the nearest one 1/3° 

increment, the additional data points (typically more than twice as many) allowed for a significant 

tightening of the confidence interval about the calculated trend. 

3.9 Differential GPS Processing:  OPUS Overview 

The Online User Positioning Service (OPUS) was the platform of choice for GPS data processing 

due to the relatively straightforward manner that user access is granted to the National Spatial 

Reference System (NSRS).  In addition to its relative simplicity and user friendliness, the 

software has proven itself as a powerful alternative to traditionally more complicated software 

packages for personal use but with no loss of precision or accuracy (Snay and Soler, 2008).   The 

OPUS software routine is, in fact, identical to the distributed NGS software package for personal 

use called PAGES (Program for the Adjustment of GPS Ephemerides) but many of the steps 

requiring manual entry and selection in PAGES are automated by OPUS.  Because of the scope 

of this research, and due to the significant processing requirements already demanded by InSAR 

and radar altimetry, it was the processing platform of choice for the measurement of ellipsoid 

heights for GPS stations utilized within this investigation. 
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The observation files for the GPS CORS stations were obtained directly from NGS (ftp 

cors.ngs.noaa.gov) and UNAVCO (ftp data-out.unavco.org) data repositories.  There was some 

overlap in terms of station coverage between either of these two data archives.  However, most of 

the data was downloaded from NGS due to the layout of the directory tree structure which 

allowed for bulk downloading of files meeting the specified selection criteria utilizing only light 

scripting (mainly mget and wildcards).  Post-processed GPS results are available, if the user so 

desires, but the relevant statistical information would not be available and, hence, this approach 

was avoided. 

A final note, this research has computed trends for all CORS stations used throughout this 

investigation.   However, some PAMS (Port-a-Measure) GPS stations were used (there were nine 

of them considered near Galveston Bay) but the processing approach previously discussed was 

not taken since raw PAMS data is not made available through either the UNAVCO or NGS data 

repositories.  Instead, the trends (without the confidence interval) were computed based upon 

information provided in the HGSD 2013 Annual Groundwater Report by simply dividing the 

observed elevation change by the elapsed time.  Needless to say, in addition to missing 

confidence intervals, other the key statistical information indicative of the regression quality that 

has been provided for CORS data (standard error, R
2
, etc.) is also not available or shown within 

the data statistic tables located within Appendix E. 

3.9.1 OPUS Interface (Data Submission) 

The user interface is web-driven and accepts observation files in either raw or RINEX formats.  

As another option, data can be submitted in a compressed format such as:  .zip, .z, and .d 

(Hatanaka compression).  OPUS requires a minimum of 4 hours of dual-channel observation time 

but no more than 48 hours over the span of two distinct days.  If less than 4 hours of observation 

data is supplied, position solutions can still be provided by rapid-static processing (OPUS-RS) 
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but a different algorithm must be employed and selected upon submittal.  In addition to uploading 

the observation files, OPUS requires input of an email address where results will be sent, 

selection of the receiver antenna employed (pull down selection list), the antenna reference point 

(ARP, the physical bottom of the antenna and used as the reference height), and whether the 

processing will employ the static or rapid-static (RS) algorithm which is based upon the total 

observation time (Soler et al., 2011). 

Optionally OPUS offers increased flexibility by allowing for either the manual selection or 

omission of CORS reference stations in calculation of the solution.  If solutions with respect to 

projected State Plane Coordinate Systems are desired, positions can be given with respect to the 

corresponding zone where the observation was made.  If more information is desired than 

presented in a “normal” OPUS output, this information can also be added to the OPUS solution 

report by optionally selecting “extended output.”  Upon entering the required information, in 

addition to any of the optional information previously discussed, OPUS sends the solution report 

to the user email previously inputted.   

3.9.2 Solution Mechanism 

The OPUS/PAGES utility computes highly accurate geodetic coordinates based upon the 

differential GPS (DGPS) method.  Upon submittal of the required (and optional) information, 

OPUS searches for the nearest three reference stations (unless optionally specified to be omitted 

or CORS stations were provided to be specifically included) to the receiver position that meets 

data availability and integrity requirements.  Most of the CORS stations stream data either in 

either real-time or with minimal delay to NGS servers so, often times, observation files can be 

processed immediately.  Data quality control and integrity considerations mainly include cycle 

slips (receiver cannot maintain/track carrier phase continuously) and those related to multi-path 

(i.e. signal is reflected and received in a nondirect fashion) for calculation of baselines.  Single 
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baselines are then formed between the observation location and the three selected reference 

stations and the corresponding vectors are then assigned (Zilkoski et al., 2001/2003). 

The solution provided by OPUS is the effective average of these single-baseline solutions.  The 

software knows the precise position of the CORS reference stations and retrieves them from the 

integrated NGS database.  Because no one reference station provides the entire solution, the 

errors associated with the solution are based upon peak-to-peak extremes between the three 

reference stations in all coordinate directions (x, y, and z).   Peak-to-peak errors are the standard 

error reporting statistic due to formal errors being notoriously optimistic for reasons that still 

cannot be entirely explained.   Upon determination of the solution in the IGS/ITRF reference 

system, it is then transformed into the NAD83 coordinate system by a 14-parameter Helmert 

transformation (Snay and Soler, 2004).  It’s worth noting that the solution sets provided by each 

of the reference stations are related due to all using the same initial observation file as a basis.  

3.9.3 Output Report 

The OPUS output report is sent via email to the address inputted through the web interface during 

the data submittal process as previously explained.  One of the solution reports used here is 

shown in Figure 3.6 for CORS station NOLA located within the city of New Orleans.  As a 

means of quality control of the solutions, the following conditions were applied to the dataset in 

order to eliminate those results suspected of poor quality.  These conditions and criteria, as 

recommended by NGS include (NGS/Pearson, 2009): 

 At minimum, 90% of the observations were used 

 At least 50% of the ambiguities were fixed 

 Overall RMS did not exceed 0.03 meters 

 Peak-to-peak errors did not exceed 0.05 meters for either of the three coordinates 
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Figure 3.6: OPUS output report for CORS station NOLA 
(within the city of New Orleans). 
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Upon application of the above criteria, this research eliminated those ellipsoid height values that 

did not cohere with the visual “shape and form” of neighboring points and/or the established 

pattern or trend.  This research submitted a total of 6327 observation files for processing to OPUS 

and utilized 5893 observations for secular trend analysis upon application of the above stated 

criteria (approximately a 7% reduction due to suspect data). 

3.10  Tide Gauge Overview 

Tide gauge records were analyzed from twenty-one coastal stations along the northern shore of 

the GOM as a means to assess relative sea-level (RSL) change.  The National Ocean Service 

(NOS), a program office of NOAA, manages the National Water Level Observation Network 

(NWLON) which is comprised of over 175 water level observation stations around the 

continental United States and includes the Great Lakes region.  Tide gauges collect many 

different types of data besides water levels and most of these are made available to the scientific 

community through NOAA’s Center for Operational Oceanographic Products and Services 

(COOPS) website.  Data are streamed over satellite radios in a near real-time fashion (typically 

within three hours of data collection) atop the tide gauges (Figure 2.7) and then disseminated in 

two different formats through the CO-OPS website:  preliminary and verified.  The major 

difference being the level of quality control and real-time evaluation of data integrity (data gaps, 

discontinuities, datum shifts, tolerance violations, sensor drift, etc).  For this research, only 

verified data were used as made available through CO-OPS. 

The tide gauges themselves are either self-calibrating air acoustic, pressure (vented), or possibly 

another type (Gibson and Gill, 2000).  At the finest resolution, the tide gauges have a six minute 

sampling interval and that data is made available, at that resolution, through CO-OPS if so 

desired.  Quality control checks are performed by verification of statistical information in regard 
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to data collected at the six minute sampling interval.  Errors can either be handling in a real-time 

fashion or computed and stored for analysis at a later time.  The real-time measurements are 

telemetered via GOES satellite radios to the NOS Data Processing and Analysis System using a 

standardized NOS format as seen in Figure 2.7.  Upon reception, the six-minute sample interval 

data is QC’d for data integrity and then related to the various common datums published by NOS.  

For this study, monthly mean sea level (MSL) was selected which is the standard datum reference 

for sea-level change as measured by tide gauges.  Monthly averaging allows for removal of short-

term periodic and nonperiodic effects related to meteorological, oceanographic, hydrologic, and 

astronomic phenomena.   

3.11  Extensometer Overview 

The USGS installed thirteen extensometers within the Houston area during the 1970s as a means 

of assisting regulatory committees in assessing the scope and magnitude of the subsidence trends.  

This investigation has made use of a subset based upon proximity to Galveston Bay and the other 

ground truth stations located there.  Extensometer data are not prone to the large point-for-point 

scatter as seen when analyzing tide gauges and GPS records for reasons related to how the 

measurement is made.  Because of this, the secular trend can be more easily resolved, with fewer 

points, and to a much higher degree of confidence.  By simple visual inspection of the time series, 

intervals can often easily be identified where secular trends have remained constant.  This is 

especially meaningful when comparing trends soon after station installation with those after 

unregulated groundwater withdrawal was arrested.  Where applicable, this research has computed 

secular trends based upon those intervals.  Computing a secular trend over the entirety of the 

measurement record would not be particularly useful for comparison due to the often rapidly 

changing pattern recorded by these stations in addition to their much longer operational window. 
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There were seven (of thirteen) extensometers which were identified as close enough to Galveston 

Bay to warrant being included here for analysis.  Worth reiterating, the compaction time series for 

each extensometer is plotted inverted from that disseminated by USGS.  Due to its design, the 

extensometer mechanism measures relative elevation change of the surface in which positive 

readings indicate compaction or surface fall (i.e. subsidence).  This methodology is opposite that 

adopted for all other methods herein in which positive elevation change is taken as uplift.  

Therefore, recorded values have been inverted such as to be consistent with this measurement 

paradigm.  Irrespective of this sign convention, the basis for measurement (i.e. datum) is a 

concrete plug lying beneath the deepest compacting layer of strata (Zilkoski et al., 2001/2003).  If 

the root of elevation change lies beneath this, the entire mechanism “moves as one unit” (i.e. 

datum and measurement platform) and changes in elevation will not be detected. 

3.12 Full Dataset Overview 

To this point, the entire dataset (for all methods) is a combination of InSAR, radar altimetry, 

GPS, tide gauges, and extensometers positioned along and within the northern GOM.  The latter 

four methods are utilized for the creation of secular trends located within this environment and 

those ocean regions further removed.  Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8 show the coverage (by track and 

frame) and position of multi-looked (i.e. intensity) SAR data and the location (or mean position 

as applied to radar altimetry) of time series that have been created and secular trends computed.  

It can be readily seen that the first region (Figure 3.7) has much smaller SAR coverage but a 

significantly higher density of ground and sea truth stations.  The inverse can be seen to occur for 

the second region (Figure 3.8) where significantly more SAR coverage has been obtained but is 

coincident with significantly fewer ground truth stations.  The intermediate region near Port 

Arthur (eastern side of Region 1) has relatively sparse ground truth and is without SAR coverage. 
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As already discussed in Section 3.7.1, Figure 3.5 shows the mean geographic position of SLA 

time series that have been built along pass numbers as near to the coast as possible without 

violation of data editing or depth criteria.  The nearshore environment, where known data 

contamination exists, is displayed and corresponds approximately to the escarpment extending 

from the shoreline into the northern GOM and is readily seen from that figure.  Because of the 

distance of local time series from those tide gauges identified in Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8, it’s not 

the mechanism of choice for decomposition of RSL—co-located GPS stations are the preferred 

method.   However, they do provide a level of insight into the pattern and spatial variability of 

ASL change which could possibly relate to RSL spatial variability observed by tide gauges.  As 

with the other methods, statistical information related to all computed time series can be found 

within Appendix E. 

3.13 Concluding Remarks 

This section concludes the presentation of results for InSAR, radar altimetry, GPS, tide gauges, 

and extensometers.  The intent of this chapter is simply to provide increased insight in regards to 

the steps required beginning with the initial (raw) data to the produced final result (i.e. velocity 

map or secular trend).  The following chapters will integrate the results produced here in order to 

assess and make final recommendations in regards to the general observational trend of 

subsidence and sea level rise occurring along the northern GOM.  Because RSL rise is sensitive 

to the environment encountered in, a section has been devoted within Chapter 5 to the underlying 

geology, tectonic, and geomorphic factors that are expected to affect interpretation.  This will 

give better insight into the possible impetus behind the velocity profile and whether it be likely 

attributed to natural causes or anthropogenic activity.
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4.1 Synopsis 

The emphasis for this chapter is the presentation and integration of all quantified results.  This 

presentation of results is primarily centered around the interferometric technique due to this 

methods second-to-none ability in providing vertical crustal velocity profiles over large 

geographic areas.  The ground truth has been selectively chosen in order to provide a mechanism 

of auditing and decomposition for both itself and those solutions remotely sensed.  Due to the 

geographic size of the scene imaged by SAR, large portions may be far removed from the coast, 

the location of ground truth, and the investigative AOI.  As a means to keep focus on those areas 

within the nearshore environment, this investigation will divide these much larger regions into 

sensible subsets focused around regional population centers susceptible to the effects of RSL rise.  

This will allow for easier analysis due to the generally higher concentration of ground truth 

stations within these areas.   The scene-wide, larger-scale velocity patterns provided by InSAR 

will be discussed on an as needed basis for those instances where interpolation and extrapolation 

schemes may be useful to estimate the velocity profile in areas exhibiting low coherence or to 

make inferences outside of the imaged area.  As a means of simplification, this research has 

adopted an abbreviation methodology for station identification where tide gauges have two-

character abbreviations (PP, GP, etc.), three-character abbreviations for extensometer stations 

(NAS,BT1, CL1, etc.) and four-character abbreviations for GPS stations (DWI1, GRIS, etc.). 

One of the primary objectives of this research is to delineate the combined effects of both 

subsidence and sea-level rise.  The only ground truth stations capable of singularly providing this 

information are tide gauges.  However, it requires another method within the near vicinity capable 

of providing insight into either absolute vertical crustal motion or absolute sea-level change in 

order for the signal to be decomposed.  Because tide gauges are located within the nearshore 

environment, the only method that can directly support their decomposition is GPS.  
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Unfortunately, this has not yet been done on a wide scale and this investigation found only one 

situation where this has in fact been done.  The alternative method for decomposition, radar 

altimetry, cannot build time series within these zones due to altimetric signal contamination.  In 

that regard, the approach taken for decomposition is one where many factors are considered but 

the main emphasis will be the intervening distance between tide gauge and the decomposition 

mechanism.  For those instances where radar altimetry is used for decomposition, please 

reference Figure 3.5 of the previous chapter for the position of SLA time series that have been 

built offshore along pass numbers. 

4.2 Precision Considerations 

A word of caution in regards to the interpretation of the velocity maps.  The velocity maps 

created by SARscape were exported out of the ENVI working environment as raster images and 

into ArcGIS where they were then classified based upon their pixel values.  Ultimately, the value 

reported by any pixel within these velocity maps presented here represent a range of values due to 

this classification scheme.  The reported pixel ranges due to said classification are not inclusive of 

this methods own limitation in regards to measurement precision. Measurement precision is 

largely governed by the local coherence and the wavelength of the radiation.  Specifically, the 

local precision, ε, is defined as (SARmap, 2009): 

          
     

   

 

  
                                                            

γ - local coherence as defined by Equation 2.17 

λ - radiation wavelength (~ 5-cm for C-band SAR) 
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The above equation is defined for nominal 2-pass interferometry.  For 4-pass interferometry, as 

exclusively used here, the aggregate local coherence is equivalent to the square root of the sum 

of squares for the local coherence determined between each master and slave pair [i.e. γ = (γ
2
M1/S1 

+ γ
2

M2/S2)
1/2

].  Interestingly, ε has the same units as those of wavelength (i.e. length) and is 

therefore not directly relatable to the units of rate (length per unit time) reported by the velocity 

maps (SARmap, personal communication).  In summary, the inferred “precision” information 

from the map legend does not technically exist.  On average, this method’s true rate precision is 

estimated at ± 10 mm yr
-1

 and can vary substantially from this value based upon the local 

coherence values between each master and slave pair.  In that regard, urban areas are expected to 

have higher precision and rural areas, conversely, would be expected to exhibit lower precision. 

4.3   Dataset Integration for Region 1 

Prior investigations have typically identified the northwest portion of Houston (near the Katy, 

Texas area) as undergoing the highest rates of subsidence.  While multiple research corroborates 

these findings (Buckley, 2001; USGS, 2012; among others) and is surely worthy of continued 

monitoring and further analysis, this region lies outside of the AOI and will therefore not be 

investigated here.  Of particular note, however, were key locations that work by Buckley et al. 

(2003) and USGS (2012) did show as undergoing moderate subsidence and within the SAR 

acquisitions along track 2012 and frame 3015.  In addition to those regions, this research has 

identified the following subsets requiring further investigation in which an integrated analysis 

approach will be taken.  These smaller areas of analysis are identified within Figure 4.1 by the 

numbering scheme shown below.  For Region 1 these areas include: 
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1.1 Freeport 

1.2 Galveston 

1.3 Seabrook, League City, and Texas City 

1.4 Baytown and Channelview 

1.5 Port Arthur 
 

4.3.1 Freeport 

This area lies to the south of Houston and Galveston Bay and is just within SAR coverage 

acquired on T212/F3015.   This area is imaged for VM1 and VM2 but lies slightly outside of 

range for VM3.  These three velocity maps are “daisy-chained” in the sense that the latest 

master/slave pair (M2/S2) for any 4-pass interferogram sequence becomes the initial master/slave 

pair (M1/S1) for the next velocity map in the sequence.  In that regard, successive velocity maps 

are always “related” to the ones prior.  This can be useful for differentiating features that are 

representative of truth from those anomalous features related perhaps to the acquisition process or 

an artifact of the data reduction sequence. 

The ground truth within this area is comprised of two tide gauges, UF and FP, and GPS station 

DWI1 to the northwest.  The closest SLA time series was that belonging to T/P along pass 052* 

which was constructed under special circumstance and in violation of the depth criteria listed in 

Section 3.8.2.  While the mean position of pass 058* is clearly within the problematic nearshore 

environment, the computed trend and confidence interval are in agreement with ground truth 

within this area and will serve as an excellent decomposition mechanism.  The next nearest SLA 

time series are given by pass 052 and 041 which is approaching 200-km separation distance.  All 

of these values are significantly lower than the overall average for T/P and Jason-1 as calculated 

over the entirety of the northern GOM.  In that regard, ASL change is likely lower here than 

average (by approximately half).   Station FP is probably the best proxy for truth of RSL since UF 

simply has too wide an uncertainty window about the calculated secular trend.  Assuming FP is 
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Figure 4.2:  Subsidence rates for Velocity Map 1 (VM1). 
 (1993-1999) 
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Figure 4.3:  Subsidence rates for Velocity Map 2 (VM2). 
 (1999-2008) 
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Figure 4.4:  Subsidence rates for Velocity Map 3 (VM3). 
 (2008-2011) 
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representative of truth for this region, and upon consideration of the much lower ASL rates within 

this area, decomposition would allude to RSL change being dominated by subsidence within this 

region.  Station DWI supports this value with a secular trend that is approximately the difference 

between FP and the lower than expected value determined from local SLA time series created 

from pass 041 and 052. 

The velocity map VM1 (Figure 4.2) does not support this idea of subsidence within this area but 

rather reports uplift at approximately 15 mm yr
--1

.  Upon consideration of the uncertainty about 

this measurement, it would still encompass the values reported by ground truth.  VM2 (Figure 

4.3) is much more consistent with ground truth and reports subsidence at rates between 3 and 6 

mm yr
-1

 directly within the vicinity of FP.  Finally, VM3 (Figure 4.4) does not extend completely 

to this region.  However, extrapolation of the observed pattern would allude (possibly) to a rate 

that is stable and somewhere between +1 to -6 mm yr
-1

. 

4.3.2 Galveston 

The area for consideration is focused on the region near the city of Galveston and the ground 

truth in the immediately surrounding areas but will consider, to a lesser extent, those areas further 

removed and not covered elsewhere.  Central to this locality are stations GP and PP which have 

the first and second longest observation records of all ground truth considered here.  From their 

time series, patterns of RSL rise are easily evident in addition to decadal periodic signals in which 

both tide gauges are in general agreement.  This is to be expected when considering their close 

spatial proximity.  Both stations PP and GP show nearly identical rates of more than 6.0 mm yr
-1

 

of RSL rise.  Both stations PB and NJ have trends that also would show RSL rise but with a 

significantly wider uncertainty at the 95% confidence level.  This is largely due to the shorter 

period of observation which included significant lapses and data gaps within the record. 
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Figure 4.5:  SLA Time Series for T/P (Pass 052*). 
 

 

Sea-level anomaly time series have been built a little more than 50-km offshore for T/P along 

pass 052* (Figure 4.5) and within shallow water of less than 100-m depth.  Offsets of their mean 

position from nominal are apparent and due to orbital interleaving near the end of mission life.  

The T/P time series providing the ASL change is surprisingly close (6.4 ± 8.3 mm yr
-1

) to the 

RSL change given by either GP (4.0 ± 2.3 mm yr
-1

) or PP (3.2 ± 2.8 mm yr
-1

) for the same period  

span (Figure 4.6).   By direct fallout, this would imply that the signal within either tide gauge is 

being dominated by absolute sea-level change—not crustal deformation. Two of the three 

velocity maps (VM1 and VM2) show this area as stable (i.e. flat) to increasing slightly 

somewhere between 0 – 5 mm yr
-1

.  Post 2008, this area appears to be undergoing an acceleration 

of the subsidence trend (>10 mm yr
-1

 subsidence rate on average with some areas significantly 

higher). 

Other ground truth stations here (PA43, PA26, PA49, TXLM, TXGA, TXGV, TXC) all show 

subcentimeter elevation changes with the highest recorded subsidence rate recorded by TXGA  
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Figure 4.6:  Galveston Pier (GP) and Pleasure Pier (PP) time series. 
 

Figure 4.7:  CORS stations TXGA time series. 
 

 

 

 

 

(Figure 4.7) at -6.3 ± 0.4 mm yr
-1

.  The spatial proximity of stations TXGA to either GP or PP 

does present a discrepancy with respect to the radar altimetry time series given by T/P along pass 

052*.  Assuming uniform displacement in the near vicinity of TXGA, it would imply that RSL 

change here is due strictly to subsidence and not ASL rise as implied by radar altimetry.  The next 

nearest GPS station, TXGV (located approximately 5-km away) and nearly coincident with 

station PP, shows 0.5 ± 0.5 mm yr
-1

.  This implies short-wavelength activity within this area and 

is therefore not a good proxy for crustal deformation change within either the GP or PP tide 
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gauges.  As always, other possibilities are that the temporal resolution by which these time series 

were built is too coarse and that secular trends are in fact transient (i.e. changing) over the period 

of time assessed. 

This area is deemed to be relatively stable at the moment.  Issues and concerns are the apparent 

discrepancy in decomposition of the tide gauges based upon pass 052* and nearby GPS stations 

TXGV and TXGA.  The regional solution proposed by InSAR shows elevation stability between 

the years of 1992 and 2008 but with slightly increasing subsidence rates post 2008 on Galveston 

Island as a whole.  This could imply a change to underlying geologic activity—likely linked to 

salt diapirism.  The combination of ground truth, altimetry, and InSAR solutions would imply no 

more than 6-8 mm yr
-1

 RSL rise within the immediate area—a value still well within the 

uncertainty of the measurement technique. 

4.3.3 Seabrook, League City, and Texas City 

This area lies directly west of Galveston Bay and centered around the Eagle Point (EP) tide gauge 

located there.  Shown in Figure 4.8 is the time series for the both the EP and CL tide gauges.  The 

EP  tide gauge records one of the higher rates of RSL rise for any of the tide gauges considered in 

Region 1 (12.5 ± 2.7 mm yr
-1

).  Unfortunately, this area lies much further inland (approximately 

80-km) than ground truth located on Galveston Island and makes it more difficult for pass 052* to 

provide a means for decomposition of the tide gauges located here.   Trend analysis for station 

PA36 showed 6.1 mm yr
-1

 of subsidence.  This would imply that RSL change is nearly split even 

between its constituents.  The three extensometers stations located within this region (NAS, CL1, 

CL2) all show negligible movement of the surface within recent years (< 1.5 mm yr
-1

).  The trend 

determined by CL is suspect due to a wide margin of uncertainty at the 95% confidence interval 

and largely due to too few observations (only 58 were made).  While there is strong correlation 

between CL and EP for those years where overlap occurs, it can be seen that there was an  
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Figure 4.8: Eagle Point (EP) and Clear Lake (CL) tide gauge time series. 
 

 

apparent shift in the trend of EP in the late 1990s (when CL stops recording data) where the trend 

decidedly reversed from falling RSL (as recorded by CL) to now rising as recorded by EP. 

Results provided by InSAR somewhat support the idea of a trend reversal where this area was 

possibly stable to uplifting during the early to late 1990s but, since the beginning of the new 

millennium, this trend has reversed.  Upon inspection of velocity map VM1 (between the years of 

1992 and 1999) both the EP and CL tide gauges reside in areas on the map that are stable to 

uplifting (< 5 mm yr
-1

).  However, VM2 begins to show that the area contained by stations CL, 

CL1, CL2, and NAS now resides on the edge of a in a slight subsidence bowl estimated to be 

subsiding between 5 and 10 mm yr
-1

.  The direct vicinity of EP does not appear to follow this 

same trend and stays stable to uprising throughout which is in conflict with the tide gauge record.  

Alternatively, assuming this area is actually stable to rising (0 – 5 mm yr
-1

) as suggested by 

InSAR near the EP tide gauge, it would imply values nearly double those expected (i.e. 12.5-17.5 

mm yr
-1

) and are out of character for this particular region and the northern GOM as a whole. 

Concluding remarks here point to a bit of a discrepancy.  Inundation is most closely related to 

RSL change and the tide gauge records for EP and CL provide the only means for direct 
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assessment of this statistic.  The fact is that EP records a relatively high value of RSL—regardless 

of how the value is decomposed, RSL is still the best predictor for inundation.  Inspection of the 

EP tide gauge record shows a relative “jump” near the turn of the new millennium which is most 

certainly responsible for this usual RSL value determined over the duration of observation.  The 

abruptness of this change gives some confidence that the secular trend reported here is, in fact, 

not representative of the trend that is now currently observed.  The correlation of this jump with 

the apparent change in the signature of the velocity profile from InSAR would allude to the fact 

of some type of geologic “event” occurred during the late 1990s that was responsible for this 

apparent shift in the trend.  Besides these facts, this area is deemed relatively stable but should be 

monitored closely in the future for other activity capable of altering established trends in a near 

instantaneous manner. 

4.3.4 Baytown and Channelview Area 

This analysis area is centered around the area of Morgans Point near the inlet of the Houston ship 

channel and comprised of station MP, a second tide gauge station located further inland (LL), two 

extensometers (BT1 and BT2), three PAMS stations (PA24, PA28, and PA54), and finally one 

CORS station further removed (TXAC) near Trinity Bay.  This area is well covered by ground 

truth and rates of elevation change are likely constrained between the extreme values:  +2.7 mm 

yr
-1

 (PA24) and -3.1 mm yr
-1

 (PA54)—all values which allude to relative stability within this 

area. 

The 0.5 ± 2.7 mm yr
-1

 secular trend computed for MP, however, would imply slight uplift here 

assuming ASL rise values throughout Galveston Bay are similar to those computed for the larger 

GOM (i.e. between 3 and 4 mm yr
-1

).  The secular trend for Lynchburg Landing (LL) was also 

determined but was substantially higher (36.2 ± 11.3).  Inspection of the record does show it is 
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Figure 4.9: Extensometers Baytown 1 (shallow) and Baytown 2 (deep).  
 
 

 

 

replete with data gaps and currently is not operational.  The trend is being skewed by what is 

possibly either a datum reset between the years of 1984 and 1995 or what may have been historic 

rates of subsidence within the immediate area.  Post 1995, the trend appears to be in strong 

agreement with MP and would allude to this stations being able to serve as a proxy for RSL 

change at the now currently defunct LL site. 

InSAR results within the vicinity of LL show the velocity profile within this area to be spatially 

and temporally discontinuous.  For the years spanning VM3 (2008-2011), the area directly 

between station PA54, BT1, and BT2 shows greater than 10 mm yr
-1

 of ongoing subsidence.  

However, no ground truth exists directly within the observed subsidence bowl.  Since 2002, this 

area has consistently shown greater than 10 mm yr
-1

 of subsidence as evidenced by VM2 and 

VM3.  To further give further credence of peculiar activity is that the time series for BT1 and 

BT2 (Figure 4.9) both show secular trends extremely high post 2010 when compared to years 

prior.  For either of these extensometers, subsidence appeared to be largely subdued with trends 

in the subcentimeter yr
-1

 range.  Since approximately 2010, both of the extensometers are now 
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beginning to record near historic rates of subsidence which exceeds those rates observed soon 

after station installation (i.e. before groundwater withdrawal regulation). 

There appears to be unusual subsurface activity within the vicinity of station LL.  As the inlet to 

the Houston ship channel, this area is heavily industrialized and likely subjected to constant 

dredging and other industrial activity.  There is no reason to believe that ASL rise is deviating 

widely from those values reported either by 052* or more conservative values reported for the 

entire northern GOM.  While InSAR and the extensometer records are not in perfect agreement 

(temporally) as to exactly when this area appears to have began subsiding, there is incredibly 

strong spatial agreement between methods that reaffirms unusual activity within the immediate 

vicinity of the LL tide gauge and backed by both the extensometer record (more recently) and 

InSAR (less recently).  The time series for station PA54, the closest to the area of concern, is 

relatively short and does not predate VM1.  Possibly suggestions are to move a PAMS station 

within the immediate vicinity and, if the apparent rates of subsidence are confirmed, follow up 

with the installation of a CORS unit. 

4.3.5 Port Arthur 

This transitional area lies outside of SAR coverage and therefore the analysis will consist of 

comparison of the respective ground truth and SLA time series.  The ground truth for 

consideration includes stations CP, SP, and CAMR.  The closest radar altimetry SLA time series 

created would still be that of *052 for T/P but likely not as good a proxy for ASL change due to 

the intervening distance (130-km separation).  Besides that, pass 117 (followed by pass numbers 

052 and 128 of either T/P or Jason-1) would offer the next best assessment of ASL rise within 

this region.  In any case, the best option for decomposition of tide gauge stations CP or SP is by 

CORS GPS station CAMR. 
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From the onset, neither CAMR nor the two tide gauges show substantial change which implies 

stability within this area.  Station SP, which had an inception date in the mid 1980s, had nearly 

three times the number of observations than CP which has substantial uncertainty about its 

secular trend.  Inspection of the SP time series shows strong agreement with CP and alludes to the 

possibility of SP being a good proxy for CP for those years before station installation or for times 

when the station was not operational.  In either case, this RSL value is consistent with expected 

ASL change for radar altimetry reported throughout the northern GOM (4.0 ± 1.4) and often cited 

by the scientific community and the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) as reported 

values for eustatic sea-level rise. 

Cross comparison of ground truth would infer that subsidence is dominating the RSL signal.  

Stations CP and CAMR are nearly co-located which therefore allows for decomposition of CP.  

Assuming the “true value” of RSL change lies close to the calculated trend (1.4 ± 7.2 mm yr
-1

), 

the value reported by CAMR (-3.2 ± 0.7 mm yr
-1

) would imply ASL fall at approximately 1.7 mm 

yr
-1

.  Surprisingly, these results are consistent with radar altimetry measurements made within the 

nearshore environment but ultimately discarded due to, at the time, results that also implied ASL 

fall.  Decomposition of CP implies these radar altimetry time series built here could, in fact, be 

representative of truth.  Assuming the spatial velocity profile is consistent between CP and SP 

(which may be a good assumption by comparison of their time series), decomposition of SP by 

CAMR would imply 0.8 mm yr
-1

 ASL rise which somewhat invalidates the previous conclusion.  

Still this value is substantially lower than that reported for other areas nearby areas where tide 

gauges have been decomposed and near zero.  In any case (ASL rise or fall), rates are not 

extreme, the area lies away from industrial centers, and therefore considered stable.  New SAR 

acquisitions by imaging EO satellites are proposed here in order to verify the spatial pattern and 

to offer insight into the correct method of decomposition for station CP. 
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4.4 Dataset Integration for Region 2 

From a historical basis, the second region is generally perceived as being less stable (vertically) 

due to higher rates of subsidence and ASL rise measurements that have been inferred from 

differential levelling, tide gauges, and GPS stations (Shinkle and Dokka, 2004).  Unfortunately, 

this area has not been covered as extensively with ground truth stations as the first region but has 

been imaged extensively by SAR EO satellites.  Radar altimetry SLA time series have been built 

within close proximity of the nearshore environment due to bathymetric depth conditions not 

being violated.  This is supported by the bathymetric depth profile as recorded within the GDRs.  

SAR coverage stops approximately 150-km to the east near GPS station MSGA but ground truth 

continue further eastward towards station DI and MOB1/6 installed on Dauphin Island.  

Approximately 50-km to the north of Dauphin Island, CORS station AL90 completes this regions 

ground truth coverage. 

In a similar manner as done for Region 1, Region 2 has also been subdivided based upon ground 

truth proximity and natural breaks (spatially) that would allow for analysis in a systematic 

manner.  These smaller areas of analysis are identified within Figure 4.10 by the numbering 

scheme shown below.  In a similar manner as before, the following subregions for Region 2 have 

been identified and are targeted for analysis and dataset integration: 

2.1 New Iberia, Morgan City, and Raceland 

2.2 New Orleans 

2.3 Grand Isle and Port Fourchon 

2.4 Peninsula Tip 

2.5 Waveland to Dauphin Island Corridor 
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Figure 4.11: Time series for tide gauges Tesoro Marine (TM) and Lawma (LM). 
 

 

 

4.4.1 New Iberia, Morgan City, and Raceland 

As discussed in Chapter 1, this area encompasses those areas which were identified as “hotspots” 

and having undergone historic rates of subsidence and wetland loss since mid 20
th
 century 

(Morton et al., 2005).  Stations TM and LM (Figure 4.11) both record RSL rise at some of the 

highest rates observed for this investigation.  The combination of their spatial proximity, in 

addition to both gauges recording near historic rates of RSL, rise gives confidence that this area is 

indeed under duress.  While there is significant uncertainty at the 95% confidence interval for 

either station, inspection of each record reveals that this is largely due to their relatively short 

record length.  The TM tide gauge is also replete with anomalous data gaps which are likely 

resulting in signal aliasing and the time series nonperiodic appearance. 

While FSHS lies outside of SAR coverage, spatial extrapolation of the trend along the western 

side of VM4  (Figure 4.12) is consistent with ground truth station FSHS and could likely be 

bounded between 0 and -10 mm yr
-1

 based upon Envisat data acquired between the years of 2004 

and 2008.  This velocity map shows a strong northwest to southeast subsidence trend.  Initially it 

was thought this was due to an embedded phase ramp (i.e. unwrapping error) that persisted  
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Figure 4.12:  Subsidence rates for Velocity Map 4 (VM4). 
 (2004-2008) 
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beyond the refinement and reflattening phase.  However the direction of this velocity trend is 

inconsistent with the satellite look direction and therefore deemed a representation of truth. 

Inspection of the HOUM time series reveals a trend equivalent to -4.0 ± 0.3 mm yr
-1

 which infers 

regional stability in the immediate vicinity.  These results are somewhat consistent with InSAR 

(InSAR implies a higher rate of subsidence between -10 and -20 mm yr
-1

) or inferred rates of 

subsidence proposed by ground truth station LM or TM.  While this rate is only marginally higher 

than the station FSHS, HOUM lies approximately 78-km to the WSW which is spatially trending 

in a direction of increasing subsidence and RSL rise. 

Altimetry yields some clues here.  This area lies approximately midway between SLA time series 

created by offshore by T/P and Jason-1 along pass number 128 and 193.  Mean averages would 

imply ASL rise at approximately 1.4 mm yr
-1

 which is significantly lower than averages over the 

entire northern GOM.  Decomposition of either LM or TM with this average value would still 

imply the lion’s share of RSL rise is attributed to subsidence and not sea-level rise.  Interestingly, 

if decomposed by values averaged between stations FSHS and HOUM, the opposite is implied—

RSL change is being dominated by ASL rise.  Based upon VM4, it’s believed that an average 

value between FSHS and HOUM would not be representative of typical values within this area.  

Because of this, the former estimate based upon decomposition by radar altimetry would, in fact, 

be the correct approach. 

This area really needs addition SAR coverage.  The regional solution given by InSAR is often not 

provided even when imaged by the sensor due to the DEM being defined as open water.  This is 

really a testament to the difficulty in defining specific regions within this area as either being land 

or water due to the reality that truth likely lies somewhere in between.  While there was some 

dispute between decomposition of RSL change with nearby GPS stations or SLA time series, the 
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reality is that, in regards to inundation, it technically doesn’t matter.  Relative sea level rise is still 

the strongest predictor of inundation and the results of TM and LM show, on average, +20 mm yr
-

1
 RSL rise which is high and a definite cause for concern.  While this area is further removed 

from major population centers such as New Orleans or Baton Rouge, the city of Houma and 

Bayou Cane each have populations in excess of 20,000 residents. 

4.4.2 New Orleans 

It goes without saying that this analysis area is of special importance due to this city’s position as 

a population and economic center and the devastation already caused by Hurricane Katrina and 

Rita.  Increasing the stakes for this area is the fact that the average city elevation already lies 

below sea level and surrounded nearly on all sides by bodies of water (Lake Pontchartrain to the 

north and the Mississippi River nearly dividing the city through the center).  For consideration 

were the two GPS stations NOLA and ENG1/5 (ENG1 and ENG5 are nearly co-located and the 

time series were appended), and the tide gauge stations EB and CS along the southern shore of 

Lake Pontchartrain. 

Both stations EB and CS show nearly opposite trends (-3.7 ± 10.0 and 4.4 ± 1.5 mm yr
-1

 

respectively).  The nearness of both of these gauges within a closed body of water (Lake 

Pontchartrain) would likely imply spatial consistency of lake-level changes.  Therefore, 

differences in the rates of change recorded by either of these gauges would be attributed to 

differences in crustal deformation.   Still, EB appears to have had a datum reset in early 2006 

which is likely the reason for the secular trend showing RSL fall.  This possibility, in combination 

with its short period of data collection and frequent gaps, gives little confidence that the trend is 

representative of truth.  While CS does have almost a 13-year data gap (1993-2006), the datum 

appears stationary and the trend therefore valid.   When both EB and CS are in operation, both 
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Figure 4.13:  Subsidence rates for Velocity Map 5 (VM5). 
 (1992-1998) 
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Figure 4.14:  Subsidence rates for Velocity Map 6 (VM6). 
 (1998-2005) 
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Figure 4.15:  Subsidence rates for Velocity Map 7 (VM7). 
 (2005-2008) 
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stations move in unison which gives a level of confidence that CS could possibly serve as a 

substitute for EB for those periods of time where it was not in operation. 

Both stations NOLA and ENG1/5 are reporting nearly flat subsidence rates (< 5 mm yr
-1

).  

What’s immediately clear upon visual inspection of VM5 (Figure 4.13), VM6 (Figure 4.14), and 

VM7 (Figure 4.15) is a pattern beginning with subsidence, abatement, and then a resumption of 

subsidence rates within the region bounded  between Lake Pontchartrain and the Mississippi 

River.  Velocity map VM7, even at the extreme subsidence rates of -16 mm yr
-1

 (as reported by 

the legend) likely still lies within the methods measurement precision of plus or minus a few cm 

yr
-1

.  Here, the results provided by InSAR are relatively consistent with solutions given by either 

GPS or tide gauges (<10 mm yr
-1

 absolute or relative movement).  The second-to-none ability of 

InSAR to provide the crustal velocity profile is readily apparent.  By simply observing the 

subsidence rates at the ground truth station, the regional pattern would simply be impossible to 

ascertain from these point measurement methods alone. 

The lack of a suitable T/P or Jason-1 time series leaves only GPS or InSAR for decomposition of 

RSL change as recorded by stations EB or CS.  Ground subsidence within the immediate vicinity 

of the New Orleans metropolitan area may likely be bounded between (-2.4 < x < +0.5) mm yr
-1

 

as suggested by the GPS stations NOLA and ENG1/5.  InSAR would likely limit secular trends 

somewhere between (-15< x< +10) mm yr
-1

.  While this interval is wide, upon consideration of 

the methods precision in conjunction with the fact that the midpoint of this interval lies near those 

values reported by ground truth, it is believed that InSAR supports the general belief that this area 

is indeed stable. 
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4.4.3 Grand Isle and Port Fourchon 

This area lies about 80-km to the south of New Orleans and within what is generally considered 

disputed territory in regards to its classification—that being either land or open water.  Station 

LMCN is spatially separated from PF, GRIS, and GI but all lie southward near open water.  The 

GI tide gauge is coincident with CORS station GRIS and therefore offers a direct method for 

decomposition.  Radar altimetry time series were built for T/P and Jason-1 approximately 80-km 

from the center of this analysis region. 

The GI and GRIS stations offer up a unique revelation that cannot be overstated and applicable to 

the entirety of this region.  These two nearly coincident stations alone support the general belief 

that the dominating factor of RSL rise within this region is due to subsidence and not ASL rise.  

The secular trends for both of these stations are 7.0 ± 0.9 (GI) and -7.1 ± 0.2 (GRIS) which, 

would imply that sea level has been relatively constant—if not actually decreasing slightly.  This 

idea is supported by the offshore time series along pass 193.  Both T/P and Jason-1 imply 

minimal to flat ASL rise here (< 1.0 mm yr
-1

). 

Station LMCN shows nearly an identical subsidence rates, (-7.1 ± 0.3), as GRIS but with a 

slightly larger uncertainty.  In a similar vein, station PF also shows nearly an identical RSL rate 

as GI (7.2 ± 6.4 mm yr
-1

) but with significantly higher uncertainty about the trend.  This area, in 

general, appears to be consistently subsiding at a rate of approximately 7 mm yr
-1

 with sea level 

change within this vicinity detected as flat to slightly decreasing.  This idea is strongly supported 

by SLA time series of T/P and Jason-1 along pass 193 approximately 70-km from the PF tide 

gauge.  The ASL signal within this area appears relatively consistent with the exception of the 

T/P series built offshore along pass 204 which is significantly higher (6.4 ± 2.7 mm yr
1-

). 
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Figure 4.16:  Time series for tide gauges station 
PS and SS along the peninsula tip. 

 

 

 

4.4.4 Peninsula Tip 

This area includes the region spanning the tip of the Mississippi Delta and the ground truth 

stations within the immediate vicinity.  Specifically, this includes the GPS station BVHS, and two 

tide gauges:  SS and PS located approximately 25-km apart.  In addition, four radar altimetry time 

series were built offshore (approximately 50-km and 100-km out) as a means of providing a level 

of insight into the decomposition of SS and PS.  Both of these tide gauges are in strong agreement 

based upon secular trend analysis.  The calculated trend for both PS and SS (Figure 4.16) are 31.8 

± 6.6 and 30.1 ± 3.7 mm yr
-1

 respectively which records the second and third highest rates of RSL 

rise observed anywhere within this investigation.  Station SS is currently not operational but the 

near identical secular trends between it and PS would allude to the possibility that the crustal 

deformation signal is spatially invariant on a local scale.  In addition, PS could also serve as a 

surrogate at that location for those years where SS is defunct. 

The GPS measurement made by BVHS of -4.9 ± 0.2 mm yr
-1

 is contradictorily low to the 

expected subsidence rate implied by PS and SS (approximately 45-km to the south) assuming 

ASL rise within this region is consistent with values determined for the northern GOM.   
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Figure 4.17:  Subsidence rates for Velocity Map 8 (VM8). 
 (1992-1998) 
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Figure 4.18:  Subsidence rates for Velocity Map 9 (VM9). 
 (1998-2007) 
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Figure 4.19:  Subsidence rates for Velocity Map 10 (VM10). 
 (2005-2008) 
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The regional solutions provided by InSAR, however, are in agreement with these measurements 

made by the tide gauges but shows a rapid spatial acceleration of the trend with decreasing 

latitude (i.e. moving south towards the peninsula tip).  Upon closer inspection of these velocity 

maps, an abatement of the subsidence rate can be readily seen upon comparison of VM8 (Figure 

4.17) to VM9 (Figure 4.18) with some areas to the south showing a trend reversal.  The velocity 

map derived from Envisat data, VM10 (Figure 4.19), shows a resumption of the original 

subsidence as detected from VM8.  It’s worth noting that the VM9 map utilized ERS-2 data 

acquired after gyro malfunction occurred in early 2001.  This is evidenced by the higher than 

usual Doppler centroids between pairs and a significant reduction to overall scene coherence 

(Appendix E).  

Altimetry offers a level of insight.  Ocean depth allowed for time series to be built unusually 

close to either tide gauge stations without violation of the depth criteria discussed in Section 

3.8.2.  Pass 204 and pass 193 for both T/P and Jason-1 give average rates for ASL at 

approximately 2.2 mm yr
-1

 which, again, are within expected norms and therefore implies the 

extremely brisk rates of RSL change are mostly attributed to subsidence.  

4.4.5 Waveland to Dauphin Island Corridor 

The western side of this region lies within SAR coverage provided by VM10 (Figure 4.19), 

VM11 (Figure 4.20), and VM12 (Figure 4.21).  The eastern side (near Dauphin Island and 

Mobile, AL) lie completely outside of SAR coverage and consist only of ground truth stations DI, 

MOB1/6, and AL90.  The station MSGA lies approximately midway along the corridor and just 

outside of SAR coverage but still within range of what could be reasonably extrapolated 

(spatially).  The nearest radar altimetry time series has been created approximately 150-km 

offshore by pass 015 and pass 026 and are therefore too far away to serve as a decomposition  
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Figure 4.20:  Subsidence rates for Velocity Map 11 (VM11). 
 (1992-1998) 
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Figure 4.21:  Subsidence rates for Velocity Map 12 (VM12). 
 (1998-2007) 
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mechanism.  Obviously the best bet for decomposition of station DI comes directly from GPS 

station MOB1/6 which lies only 5-km away. 

 Beginning with YC, moderate RSL rise is recorded by the tide gauge there (3.9 ± 1.2 mm yr
-1

) 

between the years of 1980 to present yet a 10-year data gap is observed beginning in the mid 

1990s.  The MSL change for this tide gauge follows that of DI (2.8 ± 0.7 mm yr
-1

) and could 

likely be argued that these trends would be identical if both had precisely the same periods of 

observation which would further imply that the deformation signal is long-wavelength.  In any 

case, the RSL rise rates recorded here imply stability with the lowest rates of subsidence (on 

average) observed throughout this region.  CORS station MSGA (-2.1 ± 0.4 mm yr
-1

), AL90 (-5.0 

± 0.4 mm yr
-1

) and MOB1/6 (-3.3 ± 0.2 mm yr
1
) are all easily reporting subcentimeter subsidence 

rates. 

Results by InSAR show that subsidence assumes its highest value near the coast along the 

transition from YC to DI and upon moving north, slight uplift occurs.  This is confirmed for both 

ERS-2 displacement maps VM11 and VM12 and that by Envisat (VM10).  As before, the 

velocity map utilizing post 2001 ERS-2 data (VM12) is suspect and is possibly contributing to the 

localized phase ramp occurring in the sensor look direction near YC and further encompassing 

the cities of Longbeach, Gulfport, and Biloxi.  Moving eastward, the pattern appears to change 

post new  millennium with subsidence abating upon retreat from the coastal zone.  In either case, 

spatial extrapolation of the velocity map towards MSGA is relatively consistent and within range 

of the secular trend computed there (-2.1 ± 0.4 mm yr
-1

). 

Generally speaking, this area shows the most stability when considering the entirety of Region 2.  

Comparison of tide gauge DI to the nearby GPS station MOB1/6 would imply all RSL rise is due 

to subsidence, and that sea levels would in fact be falling within this region.  Because altimetry 
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time series were unable to be built nearby, it’s thought that the use of the SLA time series for pass 

015 and pass 026 would not be a suitable means for decomposition for any of the tide gauges 

located within this analysis region (i.e. either YC or DI) since decomposition of DI by MOB1/6 

would directly infer falling sea level. 

4.5 Fourier Analysis 

This investigation performed a spectral analysis upon the time series from eight of the twenty-two 

tide gauges with the longest observational record.  These tide gauge stations were:  FP (Freeport), 

Galveston Pier 21 (GP), Pleasure Pier (PP), Sabine Pass (SP), Grand Isle (GI), and Dauphin 

Island (DI).  The process of creating a periodogram is relatively straight forward within Matlab 

via its FFT function .  The function transforms discretely sampled data (i.e. a time series) into the 

frequency domain by discrete Fourier transform (Duhamel, 1990).  This function is extremely 

useful in order to identify periodic nature buried within noise (such as is the case for tide gauges), 

that would otherwise be impossible to discern within the time domain. 

The raw monthly mean sea level (MSL) time series were first zero padded for nonreported 

measurements in order to preserve the temporal relationships between observations.  This is 

necessary and important because Fourier analysis assumes a constant sampling interval.  The 

data was then imported into Matlab for further processing.  Upon import, each of the eight time 

series were detrended by removal of the best straight-fitting line which is standard procedure for 

Fourier analysis such that energy is removed at zero frequency.  Removal of these signals is 

necessary such that low-frequency signals will not be obscured.  An FFT was then performed on 

each of the eight tide gauge time series and periodograms were created.  The data was sampled on 

a monthly interval so the x-axis upon the periodogram reports frequency and has units of cycles 

per month, here out identified as cpm.  The y-axis records the magnitude (instead of power) such 
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Figure 4.22:  Spectral Analysis:  Pleasure Pier (top) versus Galveston Pier (bottom). 
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that scaling is not as exaggerated.  In order to determined the monthly period pertaining to any 

given peak shown on the figure, the inverse of the observed frequency is all that is required (i.e. 

period = cpm
-1

).  The periodogram for station Pleasure Pier (PP) and Galveston Pier (GP) is 

shown in Figure 4.22.  The periodograms constructed for the remaining stations are listed within 

Appendix F. 

This investigation consistently identified periodic energy within these eight tide gauges at the 

following frequencies:   0.0836 cpm, 0.1672 cpm, and 0.25 cpm which corresponds to monthly 

periods of 11.96 months (annual), 5.98 months (semiannual), and 4 months respectively.  

Intermittent, ultra-low frequency signals were detected within six of the eight periodograms at the 

following frequencies:  1.577E-03 cpm and 2.366E-03 cpm.  These frequencies correspond to 

periods of 634 months (52.8 years), and 422 months (35.1 years).  These signals were detected 

the strongest by stations Freeport (FP) and Pleasure Pier (PP).  Surprisingly, these frequencies 

were attenuated and could not be detected within stations Galveston Pier (GP) and Morgans Point 

(MP).  This is likely due to their location since both MP and GP are located within channel inlets.  

The inability of GP, the station with the longest record within this investigation, to detect these 

signals suggests that this tide gauge may not be a suitable proxy for “expected behavior” as is 

often assumed. 

4.6 Concluding Remarks 

This section concludes the integration and presentation of results for the northern GOM.  As 

evidenced by Figure 4.23, sea-level rise rates reported by either T/P and Jason-1 are likely 

bounded throughout the northern GOM between 3 and 4 mm yr
-1

.  The first region, which 

encompasses Houston and Galveston, was stable outside of some anomalous activity at the inlet 

of the Houston ship channel and the area near Seabrook and the Eagle Point (EP) tide gauge.  The 
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Figure 4.23:  Absolute sea-level rise for the Northern GOM. 
 

 

second region shows minimal crustal deformation within the city of New Orleans (< 10 mm yr
-1

) 

which is confirmed by both ground truth and InSAR.  The fastest rates of subsidence were 

consistently detected near Morgan City and the Tesoro Marine (TM) tide gauge station.  Areas 

near the Mississippi River delta consistently show greater than 30 mm yr
-1

 of RSL rise which is 

alarmingly fast.  The Fourier analysis confirm the importance of geographic position with respect 

to any given tide gauge station’s ability to sample all tidal periodic frequencies. 
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5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
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5.1 Overview 

This chapter concludes this investigation and serves as a means for discussion, to provide a 

review of the methods used and lessons learned, to offer up suggestions for future work, and 

finally to reinforce general observations and conclusions.  Based upon the analysis provided in 

Chapter 4, this investigation found no reason to believe that ASL rise was outside of expected 

norms and is largely constrained between 3 and 4 mm yr
-1

 throughout the entirety of the northern 

GOM.  Therefore, the general trend of RSL rise (as recorded by tide gauges) is largely dominated 

by subsidence for those regions found to be undergoing higher than usual rates (i.e. greater than 

10 mm yr
-1

).  In light of this, the discussion portion of this chapter is primarily focused on 

ascertaining the impetus and drivers that are likely at the root of the observed crustal deformation 

profiles which have been derived or inferred from solutions provided by InSAR and/or ground 

truth.  This final aspect of the analysis is based upon the integrated datasets presented in Chapter 

4 with new GIS data detailing the position of key contributors likely affecting the surface 

response.  Specifically, this involves integration of that data with the location of population 

centers, known fluid production zones, and geological and tectonic features associated with block 

faulting patterns and halo-kinetic activity (i.e. salt diapirism). 

This chapter also serves as a means for reviewing the methods utilized herein with regards to their 

ability and usefulness in providing solutions to the problems at hand and and to offer suggestions 

that would likely be beneficial for future work.  In some cases, the usefulness of these methods 

could be increased substantially—and with minimal effort or requirement—if suggestions for 

improvement were implemented.  Other suggestions for future work are made that this research 

either simply did not attempt, or failed to accomplish for whatever reason, but would be a natural 

starting point for those interested in the problem at hand or wishing to follow this body of work.  

Concluding this chapter, will be a reiteration of the quantified results, identification of those 
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regions experiencing unusually high rates of RSL rise (i.e. subsidence) and and therefore at risk 

for inundation.  Before commencing the discussion section, a general overview of the setting 

(both geologic and atmospheric) will be presented to give more insight into the likely surface 

response.   The impetus or driver of the velocity profiles, whether they be natural or 

anthropogenic in origin, will also provide a level of insight into qualitative concerns related to 

those solutions dependent upon electromagnetic wave propagation through Earth’s atmosphere. 

5.2 Northern GOM Setting 

The entire GOM could best be described as a large, oval, ocean basin surrounded by the United 

States, Mexico and Cuba and is typically subcategorized into seven major areas or terranes.   This 

research’s AOI would more precisely fall into what is called the northwestern GOM.  This 

region, extending from the Rio Grande (Texas) to coastal Alabama, comprises the “upper-left” 

portion of a large passive margin system that began formation with the rifting of Pangaea during 

the late Triassic some 200 Ma (Withjack et al., 1998; Bird and Burke, 2006).  This rifting resulted 

in large-scale block faulting (Figure 5.1) as extensional forces during the rifting phase exceeded 

lithospheric strength which ultimately led to brittle fracture of the crust.  In addition to sediment 

loading effects, tectonic subsidence in this region has been largely attributed to increased weight, 

and loss of buoyancy of the lithosphere, due to conductive cooling and thickening from below.   

This thermal subsidence (Fiduk et al., 1999) further weakens an already overstressed lithosphere 

and the deposition of sediments within the newly created rift basin accelerates the subsidence 

trend.  Passive margins are traditionally characterized by thick accumulations of sediments due to 

the accommodation space created by rifting (Purser and Bosence, 1997). 
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Figure 5.1:  Regional tectonics operating throughout the northern GOM. 
(Khan et al., 2014) 

 
 

Due to its formation mechanism, this area is characterized by sedimentation and depositional 

processes (Donoghue, 1993) which dominated during the Triassic and Holocene era as large scale 

rifting continued.  Associated with this rifting and deposition are extensive deposits of carbonates 

and evaporates such as halite and limestone.  The basin contains as much as 15-km of 

sedimentary rock which store extensive oil and gas reserves and has been imaged extensively for 

petroleum exploration (Rowan et al., 1999).  Strictly from a tectonic standpoint, elevation change 

is dominated by two major factors.  The first factor is related to deposition and sedimentation 

loading of the lithosphere due to the processes just discussed.  This first factor could be further 

subdivided into sedimentation loading (attempting to depress the crust) and salt diapirism which, 

in general, is attempting to elevate the crust (Kulp, 2000).  The second factor is related to 

extensional forces caused by rifting which resulted in block faulting and gravity sliding of the 

fragmented crust. 
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The shore of this region is comprised of a wide assortment of geomorphic facies and feature types 

and includes bays, lagoons, marshes, swamps, tidal inlets, deltaic plains, barrier islands, and 

peninsulas (Pendleton et al., 2010).  Barrier islands and tidal inlets are the most prevalent feature 

type and comprise more than two-thirds of the northern Gulf Coast shore.  This is closely 

followed by the chenier plains stretching from the northeastern portion of coastal Texas to the 

current-day position of the Mississippi River delta.  This feature type is characteristically defined 

by deposition and is home to extensive swamps, marshes, and sedimentation.  Interestingly, these 

different types of geomorphic facies do not respond identically to the effects of RSL rise.  

Chenier and delta plains exhibit the greatest vulnerability to rising seas due to their more gradual 

coastal slope which can be inundated easier and with significantly less wave energy.  This 

becomes an important issue for temporally localized events such as tropical storms and 

hurricanes.  As such, these areas also exhibit the most extreme relationship between elevation 

change and lateral effects related to inundation and emergent land loss. 

5.2.1 Houston, Bay Area, and Transitional Regions 

The local setting could be summarized as a microcosm of more general characteristics observed 

as operating across the entirety of this region with a few exceptions.  Of relation to anthropogenic 

activity such as fluid withdrawal, the underlying geology is dominated by this area’s shallow 

sedimentary bedding and aquifer systems.  Shallow faulting, whether due to fault reactivation or a 

result of initial rifting and GOM formation, are considered primary drivers for elevation change 

and crustal velocity patterns occurring within these areas. Currently, more than three-hundred 

active Holocene surface fault systems have been identified by LIDAR mapping within Houston 

and nearby surrounding areas (Engelkemeir and Khan, 2008; Khan  et al., 2014).  Patterns 

parallel the shoreline geometry (slightly curved and progressing from southwest to northeast) and 
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are attributed to regional-scale block faulting and gravity sliding associated with this region’s 

formation mechanism (i.e. rifting). 

Salt diapirism within this immediate area is extensive and thought to be largely responsible for 

localized crustal warping and the wide variation of elevation trends observed here.  These 

processes are largely due to early deposition of anhydrite evaporites (Louann Salt) during the 

Jurassic period approximately 160 Ma (Diegal et al., 1993).  Restrictive water flow into the still-

forming GOM was then subsequently followed by deposition of denser clastic sedimentation on 

top.  For the most part, salt diapirism is responsible for positive elevation change (i.e. uplift) 

within this region due to equilibrium forces attempting to equalize these evaporites.  These 

initially horizontal and sheet-like bodies of salt are now manifested as vertically rising columns 

of salt more classically known as Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities.  A caveat, crustal deformation 

patterns associated with these features are not always associated with positive elevation gain at 

the surface.  In fact, some of these features are synonymous with subsidence within the vicinity 

due to dissolution (Ege, 1984) of the dome crest as the salt diapir breaches overlying aquifers 

systems.  Indeed, a relatively large portion of salt domes (~37%) actually exhibit downwarping 

within the near vicinity due to this effect (Seni, et al., 1984; Hamlin et al., 1988; Martinez et al., 

1998). 

Houston Aquifers 

Beneath Houston’s surface area lies an assortment of sedimentary facies primarily consisting of 

shales, poorly cemented sands, and unconsolidated clays which serve as the matrix for this 

region’s aquifer systems.  While tectonic forces certainly contribute to deep-seated elevation 

change, compaction of an aquifer’s constituent material is also considered a primary driver for 

intermediate and shallow subsidence (Carruth et al., 2007).  The aquifer systems here are 

typically divided into four major subsystems.  The upper and easternmost layer, the Chicot  
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Figure 5.2: Houston aquifer systems. 
Bawden et al., 2013 (Modified after Baker, 1979) 

 

 

 

Aquifer, consists of alluvial deposits and low permeable clay layers with some interbedding 

sands. The next component, the Evangeline Aquifer, comprises two prominent sand formations, 

making it more permeable than the Chicot. The Burkeville confining system separates the 

Evangeline from the last component, the Jasper Aquifer. This formation is mostly impermeable 

due to the presence of the Oakville Sandstone and is currently not thought to suffer from 

compaction or head pressure loss.  Below the Jasper is the Catahoula, a layer containing restricted 

sand layers (Barbie and Locke, 1993).  Residing still further beneath these layers lies 

undifferentiated pre-Miocene deposits (Figure 5.2).   

5.2.2 New Orleans and the Mississippi River Delta Region 

The Mississippi River is responsible for draining nearly half (approximately 41%) of the entire 

continental United States.  The geology of coastal Louisiana is therefore dominated by 
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sedimentation effects related to fluvial deposition within the Mississippi River delta.  From a 

tectonic standpoint, elevation change is thought to be largely governed by the isostatic response 

of the lithosphere due to sediment loading, basin formation, and compaction.  While this region’s 

latitude is too far removed to be affected by the retreat of the Laurentide ice sheets during the last 

glacial maximum, sedimentation loading from the Mississippi River is still thought to be largely 

responsible for the full range of elevation patterns observed throughout this region.  Lithospheric 

response is ultimately balanced between the applied load and the underlying rheology and 

viscosity of the upper mantle.  Current estimates based upon seismology show upper mantle 

viscosity is less than those values determined at higher latitudes such as Canada’s Hudson Bay 

(Sella et al., 2007).   This would imply that this area is possibly more susceptible to the effects of 

lithospheric loading and would therefore undergo higher rates of deflection under the same 

applied load. 

Adding additional complexity to this issue, the Mississippi River delta system has undergone 

cyclic channel switching within the recent past.  Each of these periods, or cycles, can last several 

thousands of years with rates of sedimentation deposition in excess of 1 gigaton yr
-1

.  These 

remnant depositional lobes are thought to have existed as far west as present-day Lake Charles 

and as far east as the cities of Gulfport and Biloxi (Ivins et al., 2007).  This is of particular 

concern as a causation mechanism of delayed lithospheric flexure and rebound in areas currently 

outside of the present-day Mississippi River delta system.  As is often the case for tectonic 

activity, the process of achieving isostatic equilibrium is not manifested instantaneously but 

rather an ongoing process on the order of geologic time scales. 

New Orleans, the principal urban center for this region, is built upon a relatively thin portion of 

the current deltaic plain and offset approximately 110-km east of its current depositional center.   

The shallow and intermediate surface geology is complex and dominated by clays and coarser 
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grained clastic sedimentation specifically relating to poorly differentiated Holocene and 

Pleistocene strata regimes having undergone deposition and subsequent compaction (Meckel, et 

al., 2006).  The prevailing faulting paradigm, in a similar vein as for Houston, is that of a lystric 

growth and block faulting scheme which parallels the submerging shoreline. Radial faulting 

patterns are also observed and indicative of ascending salt masses breaching overlying bedding.   

The noted distinction here being that, due to this regions abundant swamps and marshes, surficial 

manifestation and response to real subsurface-induced elevation change (whether tectonic or 

otherwise) is met with increasing difficulty to discern.  This is largely due to the geomorphologic 

and topographic “pliability”, amorphousness, and the transient nature for these facies types (clays 

and/or derivatives) and general lack of a strongly structured environment (i.e. bedrock) in the 

near-surface vicinity (Saucier et al., 1994). 

5.3 Discussion 

Of the twelve velocity maps created, a subset have been selected that are thought to be best 

representative (and in most agreement) with all other data produced by this investigation and 

those results published by other researchers investigating these same issues.  These velocity maps 

are identical to what was presented in Chapter 4 but have now been supplemented and updated 

with GIS data obtained from various sources (USGS, AAPG, U.S. Census, etc.).  These new data 

detail the location of likely instigators for the observed spatial velocity profile provided by InSAR 

and ground truth.  Based strictly upon the quantified and integrated results presented in Chapter 4, 

the prevailing conclusions noted thus far (with a few exceptions) has been one where the 

following have consistently been observed and are therefore hypothesized to be true: 

1.)  Absolute sea-level (ASL) rise throughout the northern GOM is largely constrained 

between 3 and 4 mm yr
-1 

based upon sea-level anomaly (SLA) measurements made by 
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both T/P and Jason-1.  This investigation could find no instance (except for two 

anomalous cases for T/P along pass 026 and 091 and likely due to sensor calibration) 

where local values of ASL rise exceeded these norms.   Therefore, for those regions 

undergoing high rates of RSL rise as recorded by tide gauges (>10 mm yr
-1

), the majority 

is largely attributed to subsidence. 

2.) Region 1 is thought to be considerably more stable from an elevation control standpoint.   

While mean rates of elevation change inferred from InSAR are negative, they are still 

well under 10 mm yr
-1

, and within this methods measurement uncertainty.   Before the 

new millennium, the spatial velocity profile provided by 4-pass interferometry is 

consistent with the idea of “subsidence bowls” features for those regions near the 

Houston metropolitan area.  Post new millennium, the large-scale subsidence bowl 

features have abated and been replaced short- and medium-wavelength velocity features 

that have moved eastward to the areas along the western side of Galveston Bay (Seabrook 

and the inlet of the Houston ship channel).  Tide gauges and extensometers within these 

regions confirm higher than usual rates of subsidence after the new millennium. 

3.) Region 2 is thought to be considerably less stable from an elevation control standpoint.  

The prevailing velocity profile is one where the secular trend appears to be strongly 

correlated with latitude.  Generally speaking, observation shows that as latitude decreases 

so also does the rate of elevation change in which they become progressively more 

negative with decreasing latitude.  This could either be the situation where the secular  

trend was initially positive (uplift) at a higher latitude and is then reduced to zero, or 

negative (i.e. subsidence) with southward progression.  Similarly, it could also be the 

case where the trend was initially zero or negative at higher latitude and then becomes 

progressively more negative with decreasing latitude.  In any case, the typical subsidence 

bowl features associated with anthropogenic subsidence were rarely observed. 
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5.3.1 Velocity Map 1 (VM1) 

This first velocity map from Chapter 4 (shown in Figure 5.3) was selected for integration with 

external GIS data due to the generally strong agreement between it, ground truth, and results 

produced by two venerated sources—namely Buckley et al. (2000 and 2001) and more recently, 

USGS (2013).  Salt diapirism, block faulting patterns, locations of urban centers, and oil and gas 

reservoirs are now added to the velocity map in order to spatially correlate the velocity profile 

with likely causation mechanisms.  In regards to the oil and gas reservoirs data, it was initially 

desired to find GIS data pertaining specifically to fluid production levels (oil, gas, water, or other) 

since this would indeed be the correct statistic dictating crustal deformation due to anthropogenic 

activity.  However, this information was not available and could therefore not be incorporated 

into this analysis.  Geospatial data, made available from AAPG (http://gisudril.aapg.org), has 

been used instead which lists the location of known oil and gas reservoirs.  While this information 

does not show fluid production levels, the locations are expected to correlate relatively well in 

comparison with other areas where oil and gas reservoirs are nonexistant and production can 

therefore not occur. 

The general trend for this map is one where elevation change is lowest the furthest away from the 

coast (northwest portion of the map) and becomes progressively higher upon moving towards the 

shore of Galveston Bay where uplift can be readily seen to occur.  What’s immediately obvious is 

the strong spatial correlation between the location of the Houston metropolitan area with the 

broad-based subsidence bowl between the years of 1993-1999.  The spatial correlation between 

them is also consistent upon moving eastward towards the inlet of the Houston ship channel 

which is heavily industrialized and the same location where historic rates of subsidence have 

occurred (Goose Creek oil field in the 1920s, Brownswood subdivision in the 1980s).  Post new  
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Figure 5.3:  Velocity Map 1 integrated with GIS data. 
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millennium, the previously identified subsidence bowl coincident with the greater Houston metro 

area appears to shift eastward as discussed in Chapter 4 (but not shown here). 

The block faulting pattern is consistent with the spatial velocity profile provided by 

interferometry in which the general trend shows increasing rates of elevation change moving in a 

southeastward direction.  While this area has extensive salt formations located throughout the 

region (and readily seen on the map), it appears to play only a marginal role in defining the 

spatial velocity profile for those areas coincident or within the near vicinity.  This could be 

partially due to the effects noted by Seni et al. (1984) in which salt diapirism is not always 

associated with uplift.  Other prevailing trends and observations include the consistently higher 

rates of uplift along the southwestern perimeter of Galveston Bay and is replete with a higher 

concentration of salt bodies, as can be seen offshore of Galveston Island.  Velocity profiles from 

InSAR and ground truth support the general idea of tectonic stability with noted subsidence being 

largely correlated with urban centers. 

5.3.2 Velocity Map 4 (VM4) 

This velocity map (VM4 and shown in Figure 5.4), was selected for integration with GIS data due 

to it being the only map within the vicinity of the TM and LM tide gauge stations which both 

record substantially higher than normal values of RSL rise.  The terrain illuminated by Envisat 

also includes both metropolitan areas of New Orleans near the eastern edge of the map (and 

stations EB and nearly that of station CS which is within spatial extrapolation range) and Baton 

Rouge along the northwestern side of the map.  The area to the southwest of New Orleans was 

previously identified by Bernier et al. (2006), Barras et al. (2008), and Morton et al. (2008) as 

having undergone historic rates of subsidence between the years of 1956 and 2006. 
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Figure 5.4:  Velocity Map 4 integrated with GIS data. 
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It’s evident from the distribution of oil and gas reservoirs that this area has undergone extensive 

fluid production.  However, the block faulting pattern and dipping direction correlate strongly 

with the overall velocity profile—that is southeastward.   A large salt dome occupies the southern 

portion of the map and is also coincident with a number of oil and gas reservoirs where 

production is assumed to have extensively occurred.  While these likely regions of high 

production are located within an area of the velocity map undergoing subsidence, it can be seen 

that the southeast portion of the map, where the highest rates of subsidence are observed, has 

relatively fewer oil and gas reservoirs.  Further supporting the idea of decorrelation between 

production zones and subsidence is the complete lack of subsidence bowl features moving 

towards Baton Rouge along the northwestern side of the map—an area still with  a relatively 

large number of oil and gas reservoirs and assumed production zones. 

The location of urban centers also does not correlate well with the spatial velocity profile 

provided by InSAR.  This map contains cities with the first and second highest population counts 

within Louisiana.  Neither of these principal urban centers corresponds with the highest rates of 

subsidence or other features suggestive of an anthropogenic origin.  Based strictly upon velocity 

map modelling, the city of Baton Rouge is associated with the highest rates of elevation change 

observed throughout this region and is uplifting at a rate bounded between +7 and +20 mm yr
-1

.  

The smaller urban centers of Houma, Raceland, Thibodaux, and Morgan City (near the Tesoro 

Marine [TM] tide gauge) are also weakly correlated with those regions and show no short-

wavelength activity indicative of anthropogenic subsidence.  While the TM tide gauge is located 

near Morgan City, it’s worth reiterating the extremely wide internal at 95% confidence about the 

secular trend (24.1 ± 24.8).  While these rates are extreme, they would still allow for relatively 

small rates of RSL rise (or even uplift assuming typical ASL rise values) if the lower limits of the 

confidence interval were assumed “truth.” 
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5.3.3 Velocity Map 7 (VM7) 

This velocity map, shown in Figure 5.5, was selected for integration with GIS data due to its 

centralized coverage over New Orleans and the unusual velocity profile which may allude to an 

alternate mechanism of responsibility in regards to the surface response.  It was also selected over 

the two other nearly coincident and competing velocity maps (VM5  and VM6 which were also 

taken along track 312, frame 2997-3015 ) due to noted spatial discontinuity attributed to loss of 

coherence (i.e. phase jumps) north of Lake Pontchartrain.  Also, the mean velocity for the entire 

region showed uplift (5.8 mm yr
-1

) in spite of elevation loss consistently noted near the center of 

the velocity map.  This map is coincident with tide gauge stations EB and CS, and CORS stations 

NOLA and ENG1/5. 

The overarching trend for this map was one where the velocity was observed to be highest (i.e. 

uplift) along the perimeter and becoming progressively reduced (i.e. subsidence) upon nearing the 

map center which is coincident with the city of New Orleans.  Even within the greater New 

Orleans area, the rates of subsidence were largely subdued and bounded between -16 mm yr
-1

 and 

-9 mm yr
-1

.  The radial subsidence trend does not correlate with the fault dipping direction as 

would be expected if tectonic subsidence was indeed dominating this region.  The known 

locations of oil and gas reservoirs also correlate weakly with this velocity map or localized 

subsidence rates reported by either the tide gauges stations EB and CS or GPS stations NOLA 

and ENG1/5. 

The spatial pattern for this velocity map shows short- to medium-wavelength crustal deformation 

activity.  This could be caused by either anthropogenic factors related to fluid withdrawal or more 

localized tectonic activity linked to salt diapirism or sedimentation loading and lithospheric 

rebound.  While this map supports the idea of anthropogenic subsidence, there are some issues 

that create doubt that this map is completely representative of reality.  Firstly, the velocity map  
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Figure 5.5:  Velocity Map 7 integrated with GIS data. 
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would imply something diametrically opposed to what is inferred from ground truth.  Comparison 

of CORS station NOLA with ENG1/5 (located 18-km away) would allude to increased 

subsidence rates the further removed from the city center—a trend exactly opposite what is 

implied by this map.   More specifically, some of the highest rates of subsidence are found 

immediately to the southeast and southwest of Lake Pontchartrain which, while within the 

outskirts of the greater New Orleans metropolitan area, still lie well outside urban centers. 

Comparison of the velocity map modelling with the locations of known salt bodies reveals that 

halo-kinetic activity is largely relegated to regions south of the New Orleans metropolitan area.  

Subsidence within urban areas would largely be attributed to groundwater withdrawals but the 

city’s primary source of water is now supplied by surface water coming directly from Lake 

Pontchartrain.  Since this interferogram spans the years between 2005 and 2008, it would seem 

unlikely that subsidence within urban areas could be attributed to groundwater withdrawal.  

Further, the velocity profile near the center of the map appears strongly geometric (See Figure 3.3 

which better displays the short-wavelength and geometric characteristics of the velocity profile in 

ENVI before export to ArcGIS).  It is this investigations conclusion that the angularity of the 

velocity profile is most consistent with sediment prisms associated with progradation, deltaic 

channels switching, and isostatic rebound of the lithosphere due to depositional loading effects. 

5.3.4 Velocity Map 10 (VM10) 

This last velocity map, shown in Figure 5.6, was selected for integration with external GIS data 

due to the finer resolution provided by Envisat’s advanced SAR (ASAR) capability in 

comparison with the other ERS-1/2 velocity maps created along the same track and frame.  Other 

desirable map characteristics include the continuous coverage between Frame 2997-3015 (the 

other velocity maps using ERS-1/2 data were highly discontinuous between Frame 2997 and 

3015).  This is the only map along this track that has imaged the peninsula post new millennium  
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Figure 5.6:  Velocity Map 10 integrated with GIS data. 
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without the sensor degradation issues associated with ERS-2 data.  As with the previous maps, 

the tectonic features associated with block faulting and salt diapirism have now been added.  

Similarly, anthropogenic factors related to known oil and gas reservoirs and the location of urban 

centers are also displayed and referenced within the map legend. 

The general pattern of uplift (observed at higher latitudes) and subsidence (observed at lower 

latitudes) again manifests and is a signature trademark of growth faults and block faulting due to 

initial rifting.  The subsidence pattern is actually not aligned with the peninsula layout (NW to 

SE) but rather one trending NE to SW (i.e. moving in the direction from YC to GI).  This is a 

subtle distinction that, in fact, manifests upon comparison of this map with that of VM4.  While 

both maps have velocity profiles that trend southerly, the lateral direction is indeed reversed.  

Comparison of the faulting direction also shows a lateral reversal of the dipping angle for those 

regions immediately east of New Orleans.  The consistency and agreement of the velocity maps 

with even subtle details such as these does indeed strengthen the conviction that this velocity map 

does indeed report truth. 

This map contains few urban centers.  The nearest urban areas (Gulfport and Biloxi) lie to the 

northeast  and just outside of velocity map coverage yet still within what could be reasonably 

extrapolated.   Extrapolations would show these cities to reside in areas undergoing uplift 

between the years of 2005 and 2008.  Further to the south, there are some localized areas that are 

consistent with the idea of a “subsidence bowl” and approximately 46-km SE of New Orleans.  

This region, however, does not correlate well with known causation mechanisms capable of 

creating short to medium-wavelength crustal deformation signals.   While there are considerable 

oil and gas reservoirs located offshore, reservoirs located expressly upon the peninsula are few 

and far between.  In summary, it is found that anthropogenic factors typically associated with 
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subsidence are only weakly correlated with the overall trend dictated by this velocity map (or 

ground truth). 

5.3.5 Northern GOM:  Impetus for Subsidence 

This investigation found reason to believe that both anthropogenic and tectonic forces are indeed 

acting as primary contributors to crustal deformation patterns occurring along the Gulf Coast.  

The distinction is in regards to the particular region that these forces are thought to dominate the 

crustal velocity profiles.   These conclusions are based upon assumed topographic features that 

are typically associated with either anthropogenic or tectonic activity.  In that regard, this 

investigation has assumed that anthropogenic subsidence will be manifested by short- and 

medium-wavelength velocity signatures which typically manifest with a “bowl shaped” 

geometry.  Sedimentation loading and salt diapirism was also of the same scale (short- and 

medium-wavelength) and largely controlled by the size of the sediment basin and/or the salt 

body.  The signature profiles associated with growth/block faulting and gravity sliding were long-

wavelength features and typically observed as a planar and continuous trending of the velocity 

profile towards the basin’s geographic center. 

Region 1 

It is this investigation’s conclusion that, upon examination of all acquired datasets, the prevailing 

factor(s) responsible for crustal deformation are largely attributed to anthropogenic activity 

related to fluid production and compaction of aquifer constituent material.  Comparison of the 

known tectonic instigation factors with the crustal velocity profiles were found to be only weakly 

correlated.  This fact was further supported by ground truth which also correlated weakly with 

block faulting patterns or the location of ascending salt masses.  Subsidence was consistently 

observed within those regions that:  1) have been previously linked to historic rates of subsidence 

and anthropogenic activity directly related to fluid withdrawal, or 2) occur within urban settings 
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pertaining to the greater Houston metropolitan area or smaller satellite cities to the east and 

within the nearshore vicinity of Galveston Bay.   The general pattern of anthropogenic subsidence 

is one where, prior to the new millennium, large broad-based subsidence bowls were observed by 

InSAR and inferred from ground truth.  The actions of regulatory committees post new 

millennium has likely resulted in a significant abatement of the subsidence trend within these 

areas.  Summarizing, the areas of Seabrook and the inlet to the Houston ship channel require 

continued monitoring for anthropogenic subsidence in order to verify that these areas are indeed 

stable and no longer at risk for inundation. 

Region 2 

It is this investigation’s conclusion that, upon examination of all acquired datasets, the prevailing 

factor(s) responsible for crustal deformation are largely attributed to tectonic subsidence 

principally due to growth/block faulting and attributed to the northern GOM’s rifting history.  

Secondary effects are noted and consistent with lithospheric flexure and rebound related to deltaic 

switching and deposition of the Mississippi River along ancestral plains.  This is not to say that 

localized regions could not still be impacted by anthropogenic subsidence—which likely may act 

as a catalyst for tectonic subsidence.  Rather these features would manifest as short- to medium-

wavelength crustal deformation activity and are singularly unable to account for the long-

wavelength nature of the velocity profiles consistently detected by 4-pass interferometry.  The 

velocity profiles correlate strongly with the dipping direction of growth/block faulting patterns.   

In addition to the strong correlation of the velocity profile with fault dipping direction, they were 

also strongly correlated with latitude—a factor that this investigation also believes is in strong 

support of tectonic subsidence.  This is thought to largely be due to the reduced overburden 

pressure along block faulting planes caused primarily by the dipping angle and direction.  In this 

situation, latitudes further removed (in a southerly direction) would be exposed to less overburden 
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pressure due to the dipping angle and reduced weight and compressional stress of adjacent or 

overlying “blocks.”  This reduced compressional and frictional stress would therefore allow for 

higher rates of slippage between adjacent blocks upon progression towards the basin’s center.  

Summarizing, InSAR and ground truth confirm that the peninsula tip of the Mississippi River 

delta, in addition to those regions near Morgan City (and the location of the Tesoro Marine and 

Lawma tide gauge stations), require close monitoring due to consistently high rates of subsidence  

(in excess of 30 mm yr
-1

)being measured within these areas. 

5.4 Methods Review  

5.4.1 InSAR 

By far, the method which was deemed most powerful due to its ability to balance coverage and 

technique precision was InSAR.   This method is capable of making forty million secular trend 

assessments (number of pixels per scene) and with a geographic coverage in excess of 100,000 

km
2
!  However, with this vast geographic coverage comes limitations in regards to the precision 

of the created topographic, displacement, or velocity maps.    This method was largely limited by 

its ability (or inability) to establish strong and continuous coherence between master and slave 

pairs on a local scale.  Loss of coherence was largely due to this area’s atmospheric instability 

(especially during the summer) and substantial vegetative growth.  In areas such as those along 

the northern Gulf Coast, this was indeed problematic where average coherence values rarely 

exceeded 0.30.  While the velocity maps do give pixel resolution within the mm yr
-1

 range, it’s 

worth reiterating that overall precision is limited by local coherence values and the radiation 

wavelength.  Realistically, this method is incapable of resolving absolute accuracy no better than 

that of approximately ± 1 cm yr
-1

.  However, its relative accuracy between pixels was deemed to 

be considerably higher.  A final note would be the sparse coverage along T212/F3015 which 
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prohibited construction of more velocity maps.  This particular track and scene has the highest 

concentration of ground truth of either region yet the least amount of interferometric quality SAR 

coverage. 

5.4.2 Radar Altimetry 

This method was useful but has drawbacks that create limitations in regards to the specific needs 

required by this investigation.  Initially, it was hoped that radar altimetry would serve as a direct 

decomposition mechanism for RSL change as recorded by tide gauges.  One of its largest 

limitations is its current inability to resolve ASL change in the region where it’s most needed—

that being the coastal environment.  Absolute quantification of sea-level change within these 

areas is most critical in consideration for the impacts and demands made by climate change.  

What good does it do to know how fast sea levels are changing in the middle of the northern 

GOM if it can’t be resolved in the regions where its impact will be felt the most?  It’s the 

interface (i.e. the coast) where the dynamic effects of RSL rise are changing the landscape—and 

to the detriment of those people, communities, and wetlands that would call these areas “home.”  

Even assuming that retracking algorithms are developed which would allow for measurement 

within the coastal region, the combination of GPS and tide gauges is expected to provide 

substantially higher precision.  It could be used in a similar manner as for InSAR and GPS where 

radar altimetry has made measurements and tide gauges are not in existence. 

5.4.3 Differential GPS 

This method was incredibly useful in its ability to give secular trend rates to millimeter precision.  

Its semipassive design, in combination with its ability to geocentrically assess positional changes 

on the surface, allows for very interesting possibilities in regards to its integration and 

combination with other methods.  This can be used in conjunction with those methods capable of 

assessing relative change such as tide gauges and extensometers.  Its combination with 
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extensometers offers a method for audit in regards to the assumption of immobility of the datum, 

or benchmark.  As extensively discussed, its combination with tide gauges allows for direct 

decomposition of RSL change.  The CORS stations have been installed for nearly two decades 

(and tide gauges significantly longer) with approximately fifteen new stations installed per month 

(Snay and Soler, 2008).  On one level, it’s surprising that tide gauges still have not yet been co-

located with GPS stations on a wide scale!  Especially in light of the fact that there currently is no 

other definitive way to resolve ASL rise (local or otherwise) within the coastal zone due to the 

aforementioned altimetry limitations. 

5.4.4 Tide Gauges 

The tide gauges were incredibly useful for this investigation.  In addition to the noted benefits 

upon co-location with GPS, they are capable of singularly assessing inundation and land loss and 

can therefore geographically identify those areas with high vulnerability. The largest drawback of 

these stations is their positioning which, while conducive for the maritime industry, is not 

necessarily ideal for scientific investigation and therefore prone to spatial fidelity and aliasing 

concerns.  Because of the relatively high degree of scatter, tide gauges require significantly longer 

observational windows in order to have any reasonable level of confidence about the calculated 

trend.  While it would be ideal to relate all local changes in sea level to those of climate change, 

this cannot be done.  Even assuming co-location of tide gauges with GPS, their combination still 

cannot differentiate local changes in sea level as a result of total ocean volume change (i.e. 

melting of ice caps and steric effects) versus those due to geostrophic currents and ocean 

circulation patterns. 

One last issue worth noting and speaks to quality control of the measurement.  This investigation 

used only verified data but yet there appears to be some inconsistencies that clearly should have 

been flagged for QC concerns related to sampling, operational gaps, and datum resets (FP, EB, 
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LL, TM, and LM).  A final issue and concern is the tradeoff between a given datum’s averaging 

window, the length of station operation, and confidence intervals.  Often times it’s ideal to utilize 

a higher temporal fidelity, perhaps corresponding to daily MSL, in order to gain a higher 

confidence in the calculated trend by having more points for analysis.  This is especially 

applicable to those stations that are replete with operational data gaps or have not been in 

operation for an extended period of time.  While the CO-OPS website does allow for other 

observational intervals, these data are not made readily available on a scale conducive for 

investigations requiring years, if not decades, of data.  Further, reportings of daily MSL would 

allow for a sampling resolution that can easily compare with the 10-day repeat period of satellite 

altimetry missions such as T/P and Jason-1.  Inconsistent days in each month and the large 

averaging window of monthly MSL creates conflicts when building and comparing tide gauge 

time series with those derived from altimetric datasets. 

5.4.5 Extensometers 

The extensometers were found to offer highly precise, yet relative measurements with respect to 

its benchmark.  On a point-for-point basis, they offered the highest confidence about a trend with 

the least number of observations.  However, due to their prohibitive cost, they have not been 

implemented on a wide scale.  It would be interesting if similar devices could be installed on a 

smaller and more economically feasible scale, perhaps in the manner used by Dokka (2006).  

Here, rods were used with pre-existing wells in order to measure total subsidence in a manner 

similar to extensometers.  Because the northern shore of the GOM is already rife with boreholes 

for petroleum exploration and water mining, if the cost of these devices could be brought down 

by the utilization of pre-existing boreholes and wells, this should certainly warrant further 

investigation.  Their combination with GPS offers powerful insight and resolution as to where 

strata is being compacted and to the likely origin and impetus of the subsidence.  GPS alone is 
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incapable of providing insight into subsurface changes occurring within the rock column.  The 

ability to assess compaction occurring on an incremental level between bedding planes would 

provide tremendous insight into the likely cause of subsidence—that being due to naturally 

occurring processes or due to anthropogenic activity. 

5.5 Future Work and Recommendations 

As discussed, one of the glaring deficiencies in this research was the inability to consistently 

measure absolute sea level change within the nearshore environment.  This investigation found 

only one case where the preferred method of RSL decomposition (stations GI and GRIS) could be 

accomplished.  It would be prudent to increase the density of the CORS network within the 

Louisiana area due to the higher observed rates of subsidence and RSL rise observed here.  If 

permanent GPS station installation has not been done for fiscal and budgetary concerns, it is 

proposed that regulatory committees adopt the same methodology employed in Houston by the 

installation of Port-a-Measure (PAM) stations.  In addition to increased spatial resolution, they 

could also be easily co-located on an impromptu basis with tide gauge stations.  Retracking of 

SSH within the problematic coastal zone, while an ongoing effort, will provide a secondary 

mechanism for geocentric assessment of sea level change. 

The accuracy of InSAR was limited for both of these regions due to the methods inability to make 

atmospheric phase delay corrections to the range measurement.  Scene coherence needs to 

consistently stay above 0.20 in order to have strong confidence in the velocity map.  Phase 

corrections that can be applied to the data need to be employed such that these coherence values 

can consistently exceed this qualitative threshold.  Uncertainties of the integrand of water vapor 

within the atmospheric column still provides the highest levels of uncertainty and error to the 

flattened phase measurement.  While this research initially desired to make atmospheric 
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corrections for Envisat data with its onboard Medium Resolution Imaging Spectrometer (MERIS) 

instrumentation, this ultimately could not be done due to dataset restrictions.  In any case, this 

still would not provide a means of correction for the vast quantities of SAR data acquired before 

the launch of Envisat (i.e. ERS-1/2) between the years of 1992 and 2001.  Estimates from GPS 

have been used (Williams et al., 1998; Buckley, 2000) for atmospheric modeling and for 

inference of the wet and dry component of the tropospheric delay.  Any and all methods that 

could even possibly be used in order to correct atmospheric phase delay require further 

investigation. 

A final recommendation for future work would be to perform a subsurface analysis as a means of 

correlating surface elevation change with underlying geologic factors.  This research was limited 

in its ability to assess elevation change occurring only at the surface.  As a result, and without 

subsurface modeling or other evidence, the causation mechanism will always remain in the 

hypothesis stage.  The software package Modflow is quite proficient in regards to groundwater 

modeling and can incorporate real-world data into its input parameters.  Additionally, the 

software package Abaqus is proficient at modeling long-wavelength tectonic and geodynamic 

processes.  This software would be particularly useful for modeling the GOM’s rifting and 

tectonic history.  It’s believed that any geodynamic model should account for the vertical forces 

related to sedimentation loading effects, block faulting, gravity sliding, and salt diapirism since 

these factors are known to dominate this region.  Lastly, seismic survey could also offer a final 

level of insight into local and regional subsurface faulting patterns in order to support spatial 

velocity profiles made at the surface.
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Appendix A:  Sea-level Anomaly Time Series 

 

Figure A1:  ASL change for Pass 015. 

 

 

Figure A2:  ASL change for Pass 026. 
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Figure A3:  ASL change for Pass 041. 

 

 

 

Figure A4:  ASL change for Pass 052. 
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Figure A5:  ASL change for Pass 052*. 

 

 

 

Figure A6:  ASL change for Pass 091. 
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Figure A7:  ASL change for Pass 117. 

 

 

 

Figure A8:  ASL change for Pass 128. 
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Figure A9:  ASL change for Pass 167. 

 

 

 

Figure A10:  ASL change for Pass 193. 
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Figure A11:  ASL change for Pass 204. 

 

 

 

Figure A12:  ASL change for Pass 230. 
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Figure A13:  ASL change for the Northern GOM. 
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Appendix B:  Tide Gauge Time Series 

Figure B1:  MSL change for Freeport (FP) and USCG Freeport (UF). 

 
Figure B2:  MSL change for Galveston Pier (GP) and Pleasure Pier (PP). 

 

 
Figure B3:  MSL change for North Jetty (NJ) and Port Boliver (PP). 
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Figure B4:  MSL change for Eagle Point (EP) and Clear Lake (CL). 

 

 
Figure B5:  MSL change for Morgans Point (MP) and Lynchburg Landing (LL). 

 
Figure B6:  MSL change for Calcasieu Pass (CP) and Sabine Pass (SB). 
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Figure B7:  MSL change for Tesoro Marine (TM) and Lawma (LM). 

 
Figure B8:  MSL change for Grand Isle (GI) and Port Fourchon (PF). 

 
Figure B9:  MSL change for Eastbank (EB) and New Canal Station (CS). 
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Figure B10:  MSL change for Pilots Station East (PS) and Southpass (SS). 

 
Figure B11:  MSL change for Waveland Yaht Club (YC) and Dauphin Island (DI).  
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Appendix C:  GPS Time Series 

 

Figure C1:  GPS time series for DWI1. 

 

Figure C2:  GPS time series for TXLM. 

 

Figure C3:  GPS time series for TXGV. 
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Figure C4:  GPS time series for TXGA. 

 

Figure C5:  GPS time series for TXAC. 

 

Figure C6:  GPS time series for CAMR. 
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Figure C7:  GPS time series for FSHS. 

 

Figure C8:  GPS time series for HOUM. 

 

Figure C9:  GPS time series for LMCN. 
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Figure C10:  GPS time series for NOLA. 

 

Figure C11:  GPS time series for GRIS. 

 

Figure C12:  GPS time series for ENG1/5. 
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Figure C13:  GPS time series for BVHS. 

 

Figure C14:  GPS time series for MSGA. 

 

Figure C15:  GPS time series for AL90. 
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Figure C16:  GPS time series for MOB1/6. 
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Appendix D:  Extensometer Time Series 

 

 

Figure D1:  Extensometer time series for Texas City (TXC) and Seabrook (SBK). 

 

 

 

 

Figure D2:  Extensometer time series for Baytown 1 (BT1) and Baytown 2 (BT2). 
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Figure D3:  Extensometer time series for Clear Lake 1 (CL1), Clear Lake 2 (CL2), 

 and NASA (NAS). 
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Appendix E:  Data Statistics Tables 
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Table E2:  GPS CORS and PAMs statistics. 
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Table E3:  Tide gauge statistics. 
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Appendix F:  Periodograms 
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Appendix G:  Select Coherence Maps 

 

 

 

Figure G1:  Coherence Map   

Master 1 / Slave 1 for Velocity Map 1 (VM1). 

 

 

Mean Scene Coherence = 0.188 
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Figure G2:  Coherence Map   

Master 2 / Slave 2 for Velocity Map 1 (VM1). 

 

 

Mean Scene Coherence = 0.455 
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Figure G3:  Coherence Map   

Master 1 / Slave 1 for Velocity Map 4 (VM4). 

Mean Scene Coherence = 0.17 
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Figure G4:  Coherence Map   

Master 2 / Slave 2 for Velocity Map 4 (VM4). 

Mean Scene Coherence = 0.17 
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Figure G5:  Coherence Map   

Master 1 / Slave 1 for Velocity Map 7 (VM7). 

 

Mean Scene Coherence = 0.14 
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Figure G6:  Coherence Map   

Master 2 / Slave 2 for Velocity Map 7 (VM7). 

 

Mean Scene Coherence = 0.15 
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Figure G7:  Coherence Map   

Master 1 / Slave 1 for Velocity Map 10 (VM10). 

 

Mean Scene Coherence = 0.21 
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Figure G8:  Coherence Map   

Master 2 / Slave 2 for Velocity Map 10 (VM10). 

Mean Scene Coherence = 0.20 
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Appendix H:  Linear Regression 

 

Regression analysis is rooted in the more general idea of statistical inference.   A population is 

sampled to produce a subset of observations which are then analyzed such that inferences can be 

made about the larger population.  As would be implied by its name, simple linear regression 

firstly assumes a constant and linear relationship between independent and dependent variables.  

In that regard, it is the least-squared estimator of a set of points through which a straight line is fit 

such that the sum of squared residuals is minimized.  The stochastic sample regression function is 

defined as: 

                                                                              

Where Yi is the dependent variable and Xi is the independent variable, b1 is the intercept and b2 is 

the slope.  The variable ei is the residual, or error, and marks the difference between the actual 

value, Yi and its predicted value, Ŷi (i.e. ei = Yi-Ŷi).  The values of b1 and b2 are determined 

directly by minimization of the residual error term, ei.  For a set of n observation (and n-2 degrees 

of freedom), these coefficients are determined as follows: 

                                                                        

   
     
   

 
                                                               

    - the mean independent value;     ∑Xi/n 

    - the mean dependant value;    = ∑Yi/n 

xi - the difference between each x-value observation and its mean; xi = Xi -    

yi - the difference between each y-value observation and its mean; yi = Yi -    
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Confidence Intervals 

While the above formula can determine the coefficients for the regression line, by their nature 

they are incapable of assessing qualitative characteristics relating to the degree or precision that 

the line fits the data.  Further, different samples from a population will likely not produce 

identically equal coefficients b1 and b2 as calculated above.  As a means of constraining the range 

of values these coefficients can have, confidence intervals provide additional information in 

regards to the allowed amounts these coefficients can deviate at, what is typically taken to be, 

95% confidence. 

Given the assumptions of linear regression are indeed true, the actual range of values for the 

coefficients will be approximately t-distributed.  The deviation of the sum of squares is defined 

as: 

       
  

       
 

     
 

                                            

The standard error of the regression coefficient b2 follows as 

   
   

         
 
                                                      

At the 95% confidence interval, the slope coefficient, b2, as determined by Equation H3, is 

bounded between (-sbt.05 ≤ b2 ≤ sbt.05).  The value t.05 corresponds to the t-statistic with a 0.05 

probability for a larger value for a given n-2 degrees of freedom system.   For the regression to be 

significant at 95% confidence, the interval (±sbt.05) must not include zero.  Otherwise the null 

hypothesis cannot be rejected (i.e. b2=0). 
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